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ABSTRACT 
 
Schmidtea mediterranea is being established as a standard model system 
for studying regeneration and adult stem cells (ASCs). This is largely due to the 
developmental plasticity of the planarian and the abundant distribution and 
experimental accessibility of the ASCs. Techniques such as whole mount in situ 
hybridization (WISH), dsRNA-mediated interference (RNAi), utilization of 
halogenated thymidine analogs, and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) 
allow for studying ASCs in vivo. The development of bioinformatic tools is also 
required for this to be a reality. Before the genome was sequenced, the main 
bioinformatic resource was a web-accessible database containing a large 
collection of expressed sequence tags (ESTs), up-to-date annotations, and 
expression data (SmedDb). With the sequencing of the genome and genome 
assembly available, it was feasible to create and use tools to annotate (MAKER) 
and distribute the genome, annotations and experimental data (SmedGD). With 
these tools in place it was possible to proceed with investigating biological 
questions, specifically epigenetic states and regulation of ASCs. Given the role 
chromatin architecture plays in defining the genomic output of a given cell, the 
multipotentiality found in the stem cells of S. mediterranea is likely to be no 
different. Canonical histones, H3, H4, H2A, H2B, the linker H1 and the variants 
H3.3, H2A.X, H2A.Z are present in the S. mediterranea genome. Immuno-
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cytochemistry has confirmed differential levels of histone posttranslational 
modifications in different cell types, specially acetylation and methylation of 
histone H3. My aims were to develop the necessary bioinformatic tools, establish 
protocols for studying epigenetics in planarian, to determine if any epigenetic 
modifying enzymes are localized to ASCs, and identify if any of these enzymes 
have specific roles in ASC function. I assisted in the development of systems to 
keep SmedDb up-to-date, in the annotation (MAKER) of the genome, and the 
web accessibility of the genome and associated data (SmedGD). I created a 
library of genes for approximately 90 epigenetic modifying enzymes. The 
expression patterns of these genes were visualized with WISH and their function 
was perturbed with RNAi. Six genes were identified that are likely to have key 
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There is a growing need for all biologists to use bioinformatic tools, much 
like running a gel or doing PCR. In 2008 there were 99,116,431,942 basepairs 
(bp) and 98,868,465 sequences in GenBank (GenBank Statistics, 2009). In fact, 
the number of sequences is growing exponentially each year. There are 
approximately 250 sequenced eukaryote genomes, making up ~120Gb 
(gigabases) and ~4000 bacteria and viruses with ~5 Gb (Lander, 2011). There 
are terabytes of published RNA-seq and microarray data, the annotations of 
noncoding RNAs, conserved noncoding elements, transposons, epigenomic 
maps, information on the three-dimensional structures of the genome, splice 
sites, splice variants, protein domains, crystal structures, and folding motifs. It 
would be unthinkable to let all this information sit on hard drives around the world 
and not use it to formulate testable hypotheses. Biologists need to understand 
how to use these databases and the tools that make structural and functional 
predictions. We need to be able to search this wealth of information, sift through 
gigabytes of results to create informed and manageable lists used to define 
experimentally accessible questions. 
It is in the phrase “sift through gigabytes of results,” that a disconnect 
exists between bioinformatics and experimental bench biology. How does a 
biologist with no programming experience or a programmer with no biological 
knowledge isolate the highly interpretable and “important” information from blast 
results of hundreds or more genes? How would a list of hundreds of upregulated 
transcripts be managed in which the upstream 1000bp is needed to search for 
regulatory elements and the Gene Ontology (GO) categorization (Ashburner et 
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al., 2000) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway 
(Kanehisa et al., 2010) information is required for the transcripts?  An individual 
that is capable of accomplishing the steps required to interrogate intersecting 
datasets and filter them based on logical and biological rules is needed for such 
tasks. After a first look at a filtered list, a researcher is likely to realize that the 
original filtering criteria need to be altered because they may be too lax or too 
stringent, or a factor that is evident after reviewing a resulting list needs to be 
taken into consideration. Once these results are taken to the bench, new 
information may elucidate additional criteria for limiting the data. Many iterations 
of this analysis and filtering is likely to occur and are often necessary for the 
production of meaningful results. Such an involved process is better 
accomplished with someone who has an understanding of the computation and 
the biology required to create these lists for experimentation and the time to 
interact with the researcher. It seems that there is no one better suited for this 
task than the individual researcher.  
The need for bioinformatics became palpably evident with the growing 
numbers of genome sequencing projects. The increase in data collected and the 
need for the development of resources for the storage, analysis, and sharing of 
this data are always pushing current technology to the limit. And no group was in 
greater need of bioinformatic tools than those working to understand the biology 
of the human genome and human disease biology. 
It has been 10 years since the first draft of the human genome was 
released. Previously, only 100 disease genes had been identified. Now 
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approximately 3000 genes causing disease via Mendelian inheritance and more 
than 1100 loci contributing to common polygenic disorders have been found 
(Lander, 2011). The obtained genomic information has been exploited to carry 
out high-throughput studies such as genome-wide association studies, DNA 
microarrays, and RNA-seq in both research and clinical trials. The overarching 
goal of these efforts has been to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
and transcriptional profiles of patients for disease diagnosis, predisposition, and 
personalized treatments. For instance, a 6.9 million-feature oligonucleotide array 
of the human transcriptome allows a broad assessment of gene expression. This 
array was also designed to provide information on alternative splicing as well as 
identification of SNPs and noncoding transcripts (Xu et al., 2011). Another 
approach to mine the complexity of the human genome has been to perform 
genome-wide association studies and this is being used to identify associations 
between specific chromosomal loci and complex human diseases (Hardy and 
Singleton, 2009). Nevertheless, even with such great accomplishments, not 
many advances in disease prevention or treatment have arisen in the past 
decade (Green et al., 2011). This is in part due to an incomplete but ever growing 
understanding of biology of the genomes and the biology of diseases and a need 
for furthering medical diagnostic techniques (Green et al., 2011).  
Model organisms were recognized very early on to be necessary for a 
complete understanding of the human genome, as is evidenced in the report on 
the mapping and sequencing of the human genome by the National Academy of 
Sciences/National Research Council, due to the availability of experimental 
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techniques and the ability to formulate testable hypothesizes that are not 
possible in humans (Alberts et al., 1988). Model organisms such as Drosophila 
melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans have proven to be very effective 
systems to study countless biological questions. Their ease of care and 
amenability to experimentation has allowed many techniques to be developed. 
These organisms have complete genome sequences, forward genetics, reverse 
genetics, transgenesis and thousands of researchers contributing to the 
collective knowledgebase, which includes but is not limited to genome 
organization, gene and protein function, epigenetics and noncoding regulatory 
elements.  
Despite the long list of benefits of using these model organisms, they have 
only a small number or a complete absence of adult somatic stem cells (ASCs) 
(Micchelli and Perrimon, 2005; Pearson and Alvarado, 2009). ASCs are 
undifferentiated cells that reside in adult tissues that can self-renew or 
differentiate into a variety of predetermined cell types. The primary role of these 
cells is to maintain, repair, and/or replace damaged cells of the tissue in which 
they are housed. In humans, ASCs can be found in the bone marrow, blood 
vessels, skeletal muscle, liver, skin, teeth, heart, gut, testis and ovarian 
epithelium. These cells are few in number and difficult to access and to culture 
(Stem Cell Basics, 2010).  
Many questions about the biology of ASCs exist, such as what factors 
influence the undifferentiated ASC to proliferate or differentiate, how do they 
“know” what cell types to become, what keeps them undifferentiated, how is 
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epigenetics involved in the decisions that lead to proliferation and/or 
differentiation of ASC, where do ASC cells come from, do ASC reside in a niche, 
and if so, what cells types make up this niche?  Many of these questions are 
particularly challenging to address in C. elegans or D. melanogaster.  
Schmidtea mediterranea, a fresh water, nonparasitic planarian, possess 
an abundance of ASCs that are distributed throughout their body. These cells 
enable the worm to replace lost tissues via regeneration and to be an excellent 
model for tissue homeostasis. The full extent of the abilities of ASCs can be 
easily witnessed in this animal with a simple slice of a blade. A cephalically 
amputated worm will regenerate the head along with all missing structures, 
including the complete brain, photoreceptors, any sensory cells, and neurons in 
an amazingly short time period of 7 days (Figure 1.1). The amputated head will in 
turn regenerate the lost portions of the gastrovascular system, the ventral cords 
and commissural neurons and any other missing structures. 
Many experimental methodologies have been developed that enable the 
interrogation of the biology of ASCs in planaria amenable. These techniques 
include dsRNA-mediated inference (RNAi) (Sánchez Alvarado and Newmark, 
1999; Newmark, 2003) to disrupt specific gene products, whole mount in situ 
hybridization (Pearson et al., 2009) to identify expression domains of mRNAs, 
and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) (Reddien, 2005; Higuchi et al., 
2007) for isolating ASCs.  
What the planarian community was lacking was a foothold in bioinformatic 
tools. Since the introduction of bioinformatic tools, many accomplishments have 
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helped to establish Schmiditea mediterranea as a model organism for the study 
of regeneration and ASC biology. A large-scale RNAi screen was preformed to 
identify genes needed for regeneration, stem cell function, and tissue 
homeostasis (Reddien et al., 2005). This screen used RNAi to perturb the 
function of 1065 genes that were pulled from the collection of expressed 
sequence tags (ESTs) that were curated in SmedDb (Sánchez Alvarado, 2002). 
This collection of ESTs was also used to print the first cDNA microarray which 
was key in identifying markers for stem cell lineage analysis (Eisenhoffer et al., 
2008). Use of SmedGD has been instrumental in the identification of beta-catenin 
and wnt pathway components (Gurley et al., 2010). 
 In the next few chapters I will describe the bioinformatic tools that I helped 
to develop for Schmidtea mediterranea. These tools include a semiautomated 
system for updating annotations of ESTs (Orendt et al., 2006) that are stored and 
organized in SmedDb (Sánchez Alvarado, 2002), a pipeline for gene annotations 
of genome sequence, MAKER (Cantarel et al., 2008), and a genome browser, 
SmedGD (Robb et al., 2007). I will also describe the biological experiments I 
performed to address questions of epigenetics in ASCs that were made possible 
with the utilization of these bioinformatic tools. 
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Figure 1.1: Schmidtea mediterranea and regeneration. (A) A worm that has been 
cephalically amputated at time 0, top image in series, takes seven days, bottom 
image in series, to regenerate all missing structures. (B) An intact Schmidtea 
mediterranea. 
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  Authors: Anita M. Orendt, Brian Haymore, David Richardson, Sofia Robb, 
Alejandro Sánchez Alvarado, and Julio C. Facelli  
Chapter 39 of High-Performance Computing: Paradigm and Infrastructure By 
Laurence Tianruo Yang, Minyi Guo 
Reprinted with permission from Mr. Brenton R. Campbell - Coordinator, Global 
Rights - John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Abstract 
 Before the genome of Schmidtea mediterranea was sequenced the 
community possessed a collection of ESTs stored in a web-accessible database, 
Schmidtea mediterranea Database (SmedDb) (Sánchez Alvarado et al., 2002). 
SmedDb integrates in situ hybridization expression data and homology inferred 
from BLAST searches. ESTs are key reagents for printing DNA microarrays, 
carrying out large-scale spatial expression pattern studies, and the functional 
characterization of proteins. The utility of an EST collection depends in great part 
on determining the homology of the sequence, as these types of comparisons 
allow for the refinement of functional characterization and experimental design. 
The databases housing sequence information at the NCBI are ever growing and 
the task of keeping the sequence homology information on thousands of EST 
sequences most current can be cumbersome. In attempts to overcome this 
issue, we devised a semiautomatic system with a low-cost, commodity-based 
cluster computer that integrates SmedDb and BLAST results from thousands of 
BLAST searches, performed only when the NCBI databases change. The 
following manuscript is Chapter 39 from “High-Performance Computing: 
Paradigm and Infrastructure,” in which I contributed the work required to 
specifically integrate SmedDb with the semi-automated updating system. I also 
contributed the section entitled “Integration with SmedDb”. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF EPIGENETIC APPROACHES FOR SCHMIDTEA 
 
MEDITERRANEA AND IMPLEMENTATION OF LARGE  








Planaria are an ideal model for studying adult stem cells (ASCs) but were 
lacking in the accessibility of genomic information. However, in recent years, 
bioinformatic tools such as annotations created by MAKER (Cantarel et al., 2008) 
and a genome browser, SmedGD (Robb et al., 2007), have facilitated the 
investigation of biological questions, in particular the epigenetics of ASCs. Given 
the role chromatin architecture is likely to play in defining the genomic output of a 
given cell, the multipotentiality found in the stem cells of S. mediterranea is no 
different. Canonical histones, H3, H4, H2A, H2B, and H1 and the histone variants 
H3.3, H2A.X, H2A.Z are all present in the S. mediterranea genome. We have 
identified conserved epitopes for commercially available anti-histone antibodies 
and have tested their cross-reactivity with planarian chromatin. Western blot 
analyses and immunocytochemistry have confirmed, for example, the existence 
of acetylated and methylated posttranscriptional modifications of histone H3. The 
levels of these modifications have been found to be different in different cell 
types and may even be useful for identifying subsets within heterogeneous 
populations. Histone modifying enzymes have been identified, cloned, visualized 
with whole mount in situ hybridization and perturbed with RNAi. My aims were to 
determine if any epigenetics modifying enzymes are localized to ASCs or if any 
have specific roles in ASC self-renewal or maintenance. Six genes were 
identified that are likely to have key roles in stem cell self-renewal, maintenance 
and differentiation; Smed-HDAC1-1, Smed-SETD8-1, Smed-RL7A, Smed-
NHP2L1, Smed-RPL30 and Smed-RPS12. 
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Introduction 
 
DNA is organized inside the nucleus into chromatin. The basic unit of 
chromatin is a complex of 147 base pairs of DNA wrapped around an octamer of 
histones, two each of histones H3, H4, H2A and H2B. The histone tails, or the 
20-30 amino acids of the amino terminus of these histones extend out of the core 
nucleosome and can become posttranslationally modified. Specific modifications 
have been observed to correspond to specific transcriptional and cellular events. 
For example, histone H3 serine 10 becomes phosphorylated (H3P) during the G2 
to M transition of the cell cycle, tri-methylation of histone H3 lysine 9 (H3K9-Me3) 
is typically found in regions of the genome which are transcriptionally inactive or 
silenced, while histone H3 lysine 9, lysine 14 acetylation (H3K9K14-Ac) is found 
in transcriptionally active regions of the genome (Peterson and Laniel, 2004). 
Modifications to the histones such as these make up the foundation of 
epigenetics. 
Epigenetics is the interaction of genetic and environmental factors. This 
interaction produces an observable characteristic or trait, i.e., a phenotype. 
Epigenetic mechanisms regulate gene expression, but they do not change the 
actual DNA sequence. Some examples of epigenetics are posttranslational 
modifications of the amino acids of the histones and DNA methylation (Figure 
5.1). Posttranslational modifications, such as H3K9-Me3, lead to heterochromatin 
formation. Fission yeast utilizes heterochromatin formation at its centromeres. 
DNA methylation is also known to be involved in imprinting. An example of 
imprinting is illustrated by the expression of only the paternal copy of the gene 
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encoding Insulin-like growth factor 2 (DeChiara et al., 1991). Histone 
posttranslational modifications and DNA methylation are used in conjunction for 
events such as X-inactivation. H3K9-Me3 and DNA methylation both need to 
occur for X-inactivation. The coloration of the fur of a calico cat (Figure 5.2) is a 
visible manifestation of X-inactivation. The two fur coloration alleles, "black" and 
"orange" are found on the X chromosome. The inactivation of one or the other 
gene results in a patch of fur that is the color produced by the other active gene. 
Most studies of epigenetic regulation in stem cells have been carried out in 
embryonic stem (ES) cells. These studies show that epigenetic regulation has a 
very important role in ES cell function. When ES cells are exposed to retinoic 
acid they begin to differentiate and express genes that are instrumental to 
differentiation. Four days after exposure to retinoic acid the mRNA levels of 
Hoxb1 rise and by day 10 they drop. The acetylation levels at the promoter 
region of this gene have a similar pattern. The increase in Histone H3 lysine 9  
acetylation (H3K9-Ac) and Histone H3 lysine 4 methylation (H3K4-Me) is coupled 
with the increase in Hoxb1 expression and a decrease in these modifications is 
found when gene expression drops. The inverse is seen with H3K9-Me. This 
indicates that histone posttranslational modifications or chromatin organization is 
closely associated with biological processes such as differentiation (Chambeyron 
and Bickmore, 2004). 
 It has also been demonstrated that a specific pattern of modifications 
found in ES cells, termed ‘‘bivalent domains’’, help to maintain pluripotency. This 
bivalent domain consists of a pairing of H3 lysine 27 tri-methylation (H3K27-Me3) 
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and H3 lysine 4 tri-methylation (H3K4-Me3) which silence developmental genes 
in ES cells but leaves them “poised” for expression during differentiation 
(Bernstein et al., 2006). 
ES cells are a product of the collection and culturing of cells from the inner 
cell mass (ICM) of the mammalian blastocyst. Are cultured ES cells and the in 
vivo ICM cells experimentally the same?  Can the data collected from these ES 
cell experiments be transposed onto in vivo studies?  A study comparing the 
chromatin states of ES and ICM cells demonstrate that in vitro data is not directly 
applicable to in vivo biology (O'Neill et al., 2006). Typically in vivo ICM cells are 
too few for conventional chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), but modifications 
in the ChIP methodology can be used that eases the limitations on cell number. 
Histone posttranslational modification levels of a set of genes known to be 
expressed in ICM and ES cells (Nanog and Oct4) and genes not expressed in 
these cell types (Cdx2, Hhex, Gapdh) were compared. The two cell types have 
many differences in posttranslational modifications especially in H3K4-Me. There 
is as much as a fivefold increase in H3K4-Me in the population of in vitro cultured 
ES cells in regions of Nanog. In ES cells, H3K4-Me is present on regions of 
Cdx2, a gene expressed in intestinal epithelium, but is undetected in ICM cells. 
These results alone clearly indicate that fundamental differences are likely to 
exist between cultured ES cells and the cells found in vivo in the ICM and that 
the in vitro data should not be used blindly to infer in vivo states. 
How different are ES cells and ASCs?  Can information learned from ES 
cells be used interchangeably with ASCs? ASCs are not as commonly used to 
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study epigenetics as ES cells are due to the small numbers, inaccessibility and 
difficulties of culturing (Eilertsen et al., 2008). It is becoming increasingly evident 
that the two types of stem calls are very different. For instance, dissimilarity in the 
importance of specific genes to stem cell self renewal and maintenance have 
been identified. Specifically, Nanog and Oct4 are necessary for ES cell 
maintenance, but are not important for ASCs. Bmi-1 has been identified as 
necessary for adult stem cell self renewal but not ES cells (Molofsky et al., 2004). 
Planarians are well known for their regenerative capacities. Understanding 
the biological principles guiding this remarkable attribute is likely to shed light on 
our understanding of how cellular pluripotentiality may be regulated. We want to 
study epigenetics in ASCs, and we postulate that planarians are an ideal model 
system for these studies. These worms can enable studies that circumvent the 
common issues of ASC studies. For instance, the worm has a large population of 
neoblasts, or planarian ASCs, that are distributed throughout their body. This 
allows for in vivo studies and permits us to overcome any issues with small cell 
numbers or artifacts of culturing conditions that is commonplace in other 
organisms. We also have the ability to study the progression of the stem cell 
lineage due to the identification of molecular markers for stem cells, stem cell 
early progeny and the late progeny (Figure 5.3) (Eisenhoffer et al., 2008). An 
additional benefit of using S. mediterranea as a model organism for studying 
epigenetics is that there is an excellent collection of bioinformatic tools to make 
many studies possible. These tools include the genome assembly, annotations 
(Cantarel et al., 2008), genome browser (Robb et al., 2007) and the ability to 
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develop custom bioinformatic tools as needed.  
Results 
Identification and Placement of Histone Sequences in the  
Planarian Genome 
All eukaryotic organisms have and use highly conserved histone proteins 
to organize DNA into chromatin (Malik and Henikoff, 2003), but the ways in which 
these proteins are regulated are different (Marino-Ramirez et al., 2006). How 
many copies of each of the core histone are present? Which histone variants 
exist in the genome, and how many? Do histone genes form clusters in the 
genome?  These are the questions that I first wanted to address.  
Due to the high degree of amino acid identity for histone proteins across 
species (Mariño-Ramírez et al., 2005), it was straightforward to identify the large 
numbers of annotations for all four core histones, variants, and the linker histone, 
H1, in S. mediterranea (Tables 5.1, and 5.2).   
The numbers of histones are comparable to numbers I identified in other 
organisms (Table 5.3). I also searched for histone variants and identified variants 
of histone H3 and histone H2A. The H3 variant present in the planarian genome 
is H3.3. This variant replaces canonical H3 during transcription. Both H2A.X and 
H2A.Z are also present. H2A.X has a serine in the C terminal tail that is 
phosphorylated in response to double-stranded breaks. H2A.Z, on the other 
hand, is often found at heterochromatic boundaries, and it is thought that this 
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histone enables the DNA to resist condensation and keeps heterochromatin from 
spreading into euchromatic regions (Malik and Henikoff, 2003).  
During my analysis of histone genes in the planarian genome, I found that 
many of the genes appear in clusters (Table 5.4) (Figure 5.4), a feature likely to 
be the result of evolutionary conservation (Rooney et al., 2002) (Figure 5.5). 
Many species have histones in clusters, though the chromosomal organization is 
not always the same (Sittman et al., 1981). In S. mediterranea, nine histone gene 
clusters can be identified. The largest cluster is made up of five genes, two H3.3 
sequences, two H2B sequences, and one H2A sequence. The other clusters are 
smaller and are made up of only two genes each. In the examination of the 
genome, neither H4 nor the linker histone H1 were found to be part of any 
histone cluster. 
Characterization of Histone Posttranslational Modifications in  
Schmidtea meditrranea 
My investigation of sequence conservation indicated that many 
commercially available antibodies generated against epitopes of histone 
posttranslational modifications in other species should work in planarians. S. 
mediterranea Histone H4 is identical to human H4 and Histone H3 has only two 
amino acid differences (Figure 5.6)  I tested various histone antibodies by 
Western blots (Figure 5.7) and in whole animals with variable success (Table 
5.5). The antibody against H3P was already established to work robustly in whole 
animals (Figure 5.8A), while the antibodies against H3K9K14-Ac and H2K9-Me3 
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were not previously tested in planaria. When tested in whole-mount fluorescent 
immunohistochemistry assays, these two antibodies produced discrete, cell-
specific patterns throughout the animals (Figure 5.8B and 5.8C). 
I also wished to test how well the identified antibodies could be used in 
other methodologies employed to study epigenetic regulation. One such method 
is Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), a standard technique for ascertaining 
the presence or absence of specific posttranslational modifications on a given 
gene. The antibody against H3K9K14-Ac worked particularly well (Figure 5.9). 
These findings open the possibility of carrying out genome-wide studies for 
identifying specific histone marks associated with specific gene functions in 
planarian cells subjected to various experimental conditions (e.g., regeneration, 
starvation). 
The use of mass spectrometry is a very powerful tool for the identification 
of novel histone posttranslational modifications and characterization of all the 
modifications present in a purified protein extract (Zhang et al., 2003). Using this 
methodology can be very informative in identifying modifications or combinations 
of modifications that may only be present in specific cell types. I generated a 
protocol for isolation of histone proteins for separation by reverse phase liquid 
chromatography (RPLC) and identification by mass spectrometry analysis. 
(Figure 5.10). I encountered insurmountable technical difficulties in the 
implementation of identification of posttranslational modifications with the Mass 
Spectrometry Core Facility at the University of Utah. However, this is an avenue 
of investigation that I would like to continue in the future and given the ease of 
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histone purification afforded by the protocol I have developed, plans have been 
made for the continuation of these studies at a different facility. 
Analysis of Histone H3 Acetylation in Various Cell Types of  
Schmidtea mediterranea 
In an attempt to introduce robust and reliable assays to gauge chromatin 
states in the undifferentiated ASCs and their division progeny, we visualized cell 
type and histone modifications via immunofluorescence and microscopy. Cells 
were collected from whole worm dissociations, and the levels of histone 
H3K9K14-Ac were measured by a combination of immunocytochemistry and 
fluorescent microscopy. Different cell types were identified by visual morphology 
and the levels of H3K9K14-Ac were measured. The 39 DAPI (nuclear stain) 
positive cells, from three experiments, #3 (Figure 5.11), #8 and #11, were 
imaged and could be categorized into six groups depending on the ratio of the 
acetylation fluorescence intensity to DAPI intensity (AC/DAPI) (Table 5.6). The 
majority of the cells were found to have low levels of AC/DAPI (Figure 5.12 A,B, 
and E-L). However, high levels of AC/DAPI were present in a few cells (Figure 
5.12 C,D, and M). This becomes readily apparent when the levels of acetylation 
versus DNA content (DAPI intensity) are plotted (Figure 5.13). The three outliers 
are three cells with a very high AC/DAPI ratio (Figure 5.12 C,D, and M). 
I also identified cell types with different AC/DAPI ratios but with similar 
morphologies (Figure 5.14). Each of these cells may be a neoblast due to the 
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large nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio and small cell size (5-8microns). The majority 
of the neoblast-like cells have a very low AC/DAPI ratio of 0.1. 
Immunohistochemistry of Cells with Antibodies Against Various Histones with 
Posttranslational Modifications 
Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) was used to sort stem and 
differentiated cells from wild type worms in order to determine if these two 
populations possess different modifications. Sorting these populations is possible 
because the stem cells are the only dividing cells in asexual planarians and when 
the worms are exposed to irradiation the stem cells die, effectively substracting 
them away from the samples. Hence, we use DNA content (>2n) as a general 
readout to identify which cell population on the FACS plot are stem cells. When 
irradiated animals are compared to wild type animals, the wild type cells that 
correspond to the missing irradiated cells are identified. The subset of these cells 
that possess an increase in DNA content, signifying cell division (>2n) are termed 
“X1”. A second population of cells, the undifferentiated progeny termed “X2”, are 
not dividing but are also sensitive to irradiation because they are produced by the 
stem cells and disappear 4 to 5 days after irradiation. The third population of cells 
is unaffected by irradiation and are called “Xins”. The differentiated cell types of 
the planarian are found in this population. 
Using FACS, I collected stem and differentiated cells, stained with 
antibodies, and counter stained with DAPI to label their nuclei. I found that only 
13% of stem cells had detectable levels of signal for the antibody against H3K9-
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M3, in contrast to 76% in differentiated cells; while H3K27-Me3 was heavily 
detected in both populations (Table 5.7 and Figure 5.15). 
Large Scale Screen of Epigenetic Modifying Enzymes 
 I wished to explore the roles of epigenetic modifying enzymes in ASC 
function to determine whether any enzymes are expressed in stem cells, or if any 
have a role in stem cell maintenance, self-renewal or differentiation. Using 
annotated protein collections of other species I compiled a list of sequences for 
epigenetic modifying enzymes, identified homologues in planaria and cloned 
these genes with ~96% success (Table 5.8). This is notable, as it served to 
independently validate the bioinformatics generated gene models in the MAKER 
annotation. I searched for each of these genes independently in the genome 
sequence and in MAKER annotations and found that every gene but three 
(Smed-HDAC5-2, Smed-HDAC1-3, and Smed-MYST4-1) of the 87, which were 
successfully cloned, were present in MAKER annotations. 
I then sought to determine the expression pattern for each of the 87 
genes. Approximately, 61% or fifty-three of the cloned genes gave us 
unambiguous expression patterns (Figure 5.16). I performed whole-mount in situ 
hybridization (WISH) and obtained a variety of discrete patterns and an absence 
of any ubiquitously expressed genes. Some expression patterns are shared by 
multiple classes of enzymes. For example, I observed a stem cell-like pattern 
and a nervous system-like pattern (Figure 5.17). The stem cell-like pattern is 
characterized by the expression of mRNA between the branches of the gut 
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(Figure 5.17A) and an absence of expression anterior to the photoreceptors and 
in the pharynx. This pattern was found for a histone deacetylase (Smed-HDAC1-
1), a histone methyltransferase (Smed-SETD8-1), and two putative DNA 
demethylase (Smed-NHP2L1 and Smed-RL7A). The nervous system-like pattern 
is characterized by mRNA expression in the brain down the ventral cords and at 
the distal tip of the pharynx. This pattern is found in three of the histone 
deacetylases (Smed-HDAC5-1, Smed-HDAC8-1 and Smed-Sin3-2), five of the 
histone acetyltransferases (Smed-CBP-5, Smed-CBP-6, Smed-Ep300-3, Smed-
Ep300-1, Smed-CBP-4), two of the histone demethylases (Smed-JARID-2 and 
Smed-JARID-3) and three of the histone methyltransferases (Smed-TRR-1, 
Smed-DOT1L-1 and Smed-SUV92-2). 
I also wanted to use RNAi to disrupt gene function and determine if any of 
the epigenetic modifying enzymes have a role in stem cell function. There is a 
characteristic phenotype that arises when a gene that is involved in stem cell 
function is perturbed which includes regression of the head, curling of the 
epithelium onto the ventral surface, and no regeneration when amputated 
(Reddien et al., 2005) (Figure 5.18A). Six genes gave me this phenotype when 
silenced by RNAi: Smed-HDAC1-1 (Figure 5.18B), a histone deacetylase, Smed-
SETD8-1 (Figure 5.18C), a histone methyltransferase, and four putative DNA-
demethylases, Smed-RL7A (Figure 5.18D), Smed-RP30, Smed-NHP2L1, and 
Smed-RPS12. 
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Loss of L7Ae Domain-Containing Genes and Their Effects on a  
Stem Cell Lineage 
The four genes Smed-NHP2L1, Smed-RL7A, Smed-RPS12, and Smed-
RPL30 were selected as part of the screen because of the possibility that these 
molecules may play a role in DNA demethylation (Barreto et al., 2007a). These 
genes all contain the L7Ae domain, which is also found in the Gadd45 family of 
proteins. The members of this family are Gadd45a, Gadd45b, and GADD45g; the 
first two are believed to be involved in DNA demethylation (Barreto et al., 2007a; 
Ma et al., 2009; Sytnikova et al., 2011). Despite being very short genes and 
mainly only composed of the L7Ae domain, similar to the Gadd45 family, these 
four planarian genes are very dissimilar in amino acid sequence (Figure 5.19).  
Smed-RL7A, Smed-RPS12, Smed-RPL30, and Smed-NHP2L1 have a 
stem cell defective phenotype when the gene function is disrupted and Smed-
NHP2L1 and Smed-RL7A have stem cell-like expression patterns. Now that I 
have identified epigenetic modifying genes that may have a role in stem cell 
function, I perturbed their function and assayed the resulting effects on a 
previously characterized planarian stem cell lineage (Figure 5.3) (Eisenhoffer et 
al., 2008). 
The worms were fed bacteria containing dsRNA on days 0, 4 and 7 
(Figure 5.20). I amputated the head and the tail on day 10 after the first feeding. I 
fixed intact worms 3, 7 and 9 days after the first feeding (D3, D7 and D9). D3 and 
D7 worms had been fed only once, while D9 worms had been fed twice. The cut 
fragments were fixed on D11 through D17 after the first feeding, also noted as 
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regeneration days 1 through 7 (RD1 through RD7). Worms that were cut on D10 
and fixed on D11 had been fed three times. The fixed animals were used for 
WISH with probes against markers for stem cell lineage analysis, smedwi-1 
(stem cells), Smed-NB.21.11e (early progeny) and Smed-AGAT-1 (late progeny). 
An antibody, anti-H3P was used to identify dividing stem cells. There is a 
noticeable reduction in the expression of all four markers over time in each of the 
four genes of the L7Ae family; however, the order of disappearance of the 
markers is different. 
Smed-RL7A has homology to a gene that encodes the 60S subunit, a 
component of the ribosome and was found to be expressed in stem cells (Figure 
5.16). smedwi-1 expression levels in Smed-RL7A(RNAi) (Figure 5.21) begin to 
diminish between D7 and D9 and continues to disappear slowly though it is still 
lowly expressed by D17, or RD7. Smed-NB.21.11e expression is affected very 
early. There is a noticeable decrease as early as D3 and levels are completely 
absent in RD1 animals. Smed-AGAT-1 expression appears to begin to decrease 
by D7 and steadily drops in expression until it is completely absent by RD3. 
Mitotic figures begin to decrease by D3 and continue to decline until 
approximately RD3, when there appears to be very few if any anti-H3P-labled 
cells (Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22). 
By homology, Smed-NHP2L1 is a member of the H/ACA small nucleolar 
ribonucleoproteins (snoRNPs) gene family. snoRNPs are involved in various 
aspects of rRNA processing and modification and are also components of the 
telomerase complex. In the event that any of the proteins of this family is 
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depleted both 18S rRNA production and rRNA pseudouridylation become 
impaired (Trahan et al., 2010). Smed-NHP2L1(RNAi) animals have a large deficit 
very early on in the expression of the marker for the stem cells and the early 
progeny. smedwi-1 is missing by D9 and Smed-NB.21.11e is almost entirely 
absent by the same day. Smed-AGAT-1 expression and mitotic figures begin to 
decrease by D7 (Figure 5.23). The mitotic figures continue to decline until about 
RD3 when there appears to be very few if any anti-H3P-labled cells (Figure 5.23 
and Figure 5.24). 
Smed-RPS12 is homologous to RPS12, a gene that encodes a ribosomal 
protein that is a component of the 40S subunit. The protein belongs to the S12E 
family of ribosomal proteins. Outside of the other Gadd45 family members 
Gadd45a has the most similarity to the S12 family of ribosomal proteins (Koonin, 
1997) (Figure 5.25). To determine the effects of the loss of Smed-RPS12 on the 
stem cell lineage, Smed-RPS12(RNAi) animals were fixed and as for the genes 
described above, WISH was performed with probes that are markers for stem 
cells, early progeny, and late progeny (Figure 5.26). Smed-RPS12(RNAi) 
animals have an increase in smedwi-1 expression followed by a marked 
decrease. The increase in smedwi-1 is paired with an increase in mitotic figures 
(Figure 5.27) and a dramatic decrease in Smed-NB.21.11e expression. Smed-
AGAT-1 shows a decrease in expression beginning at D9. 
The last L7Ae domain-containing gene tested (Smed-RPL30) is 
homologous to RPL30, a gene encoding a ribosomal protein that is a component 
of the 60S subunit. The protein belongs to the L30E family of ribosomal proteins. 
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In the stem cell lineage analysis, I found that Smed-RPL30(RNAi) animals have a 
notable decrease in all four markers (Figure 5.28). However, this decrease is 
preceeded with a slight but quantifiable increase in the number of mitotic figures 
at D3 followed by a decrease by D7 (Figure 5.29). This increase is paired with a 
slight increase in smedwi-1 expression visible at D7 and expression begins to 
decrease at D9. A decline can be observed starting at approximately D7 for 
Smed-NB.21.11e. Smed-AGAT-1 expression begins to become depleted at D9. 
Stem Cell Lineage Analysis on Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) Animals 
  Smed-HDAC1-1 is the only histone deacetylase of the fourteen that I 
cloned, which displays a stem cell expression pattern (Figure 5.30A and 5.31B). 
It is also the only deacetylase that initiated a stem cell defective phenotype 
(Figure 5.18). I wanted to determine what kind of effect the loss of Smed-
HDAC1-1 has on the stem cell lineage. I performed RNAi feedings in the same 
manner as with the putative DNA demethylases and fixed intact animals on D4, 
D7, D10, D12, D15 and regenerating worms at RD1 through RD6. These worms 
were examined using WISH and immunostaining with stem cell lineage markers 
and a mitosis marker. The RNAi was very effective in reducing the expression of 
the Smed-HDAC1-1 (Figure 5.30C). 
 In Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals smedwi-1 expression begins to 
decrease by D7. There is a detectable reduction by D10 of Smed-NB.21.11e 
followed by a decrease at D12 of Smed-AGAT-1 (Figure 5.31). smedwi-1 is 
almost completely depleted in RD2 animals, Smed-NB.21.11e by RD4 and 
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Smed-AGAT-1 by RD6 (Figure 5.32). There is a quantifiable reduction in mitotic 
figures by D10 (Figure 5.33). 
 To determine more precisely the affect that the loss of Smed-HDAC1-1 is 
having on the stem cell lineage, I dissociated the Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) worms 
for FACS and counted the numbers of stem cells, early progeny and late 
progeny. I used D12 worms and discovered that stem cells were still present 
(Figure 5.34). This day was selected because the animals appear healthy yet the 
stem cell marker is severely depressed, the early progeny marker has started to 
disappear, and the late progeny marker is beginning to disappear.  
Stem Cell Lineage Analysis on Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) Animals 
SETD8 is a methyltransferase that is responsible for the methylation of 
H4K20 and is involved in transcriptional silencing (Peterson and Laniel, 2004). It 
has been shown to be required for S phase progression (Huen et al., 2008). 
H4K20-Me is localized to planarian stem cells (Guo et al., 2006). Smed-SETD8-
1(RNAi) animals have a slight reduction in smedwi-1 by D4. There is a detectable 
reduction by D7 of Smed-NB.21.11e followed by a decrease at D10 of Smed-
AGAT-1. (Figure 5.35) There is a significant reduction in mitotic figures 
as early as D4 (Figure 5.36). 
Discussion 
 From the studies that I have done, it is evident that planarians provide a 
unique opportunity and an unexplored paradigm for studying epigenetics in ASC. 
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Planarians have the core histones, histone variants and many of the widely 
studied posttranslational modifications. They also possess experimentally 
accessible ASC and methodologies for studying their biology in vivo. It is also 
clear that due to the large numbers of core histones, the presence of variants, 
and the existence of histone clusters that there is intricate regulation of histone 
gene expression. This is likely an interesting avenue of study in planarians 
especially in ASC and differentiated cell types. 
 For example, analyses of H3K9K14-Ac, H3K9-Me3 and H3K27-Me3 in 
cells show very promising results for identification of specific cell populations and 
specific stages of the cell cycle. Examination of H3K9K14-Ac in a mixed cell 
population indicates that cells with the visual characteristics of stem cells have 
different levels of acetylation (Figure 5.14). Also a small percentage (13%) (Table 
5.7 and Figure 5.15) of sorted stem cells have high levels of H3K9-Me3. This is 
interesting because we can label the stem cells as they transition from G2 to M 
with anti-H3P (Van Hooser et al., 1998), and my new findings may allow us to 
further separate the mixed-staged cycling stem cell population by accessing 
H3K9K14-Ac (Figure 5.14) and H3K9-Me3 levels. Additionally, a combination of 
histone mark detections will allow for higher resolution studies of cell cycle 
dynamics. This is because specific modifications occur during specific cellular 
events. For example, H3K9K14-Ac is present in areas of the genome that are 
being actively transcribed (Berger, 2007). Therefore when levels of this 
modification are high, it should indicate times during the cell cycle when many 
genes are being transcribed. Transcription increases from G1 through S and 
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peaks during G2 followed by an almost complete cessation of transcription during 
mitosis (White et al., 1995). H3K9-Me3 is found in areas of the genome that are 
transcriptionally silent (Berger, 2007), and its levels have been shown to increase 
during mitosis (Park et al., 2011). Use of antibodies against these three sets of 
modifications, H3P, H3K9K14-Ac and H3K9-Me3 should make it possible to 
identify cell cycle stage specific stem cells. 
 With the bioinformatic tools and a basis and methods for using planarians 
to study epigenetics, I wanted to create a library of clones of epigenetic modifying 
enzymes in which I could determine if they have roles in ASC function. The 
screen resulted in expression patterns for genes in many different classes of 
epigenetic modifiers. Two common patterns are a nervous system and stem cell-
like pattern. Four genes resemble a stem cell-like pattern, Smed-HDAC1-1 a 
histone deacteylase, Smed-SETD8-1 a histone methyltransferase, and two DNA 
demethylases Smed-NHP2L1 and Smed-RL7A. The other common expression 
pattern was a nervous system-like pattern and was found in thirteen genes of 
four enzyme classes. When the function of each of the genes in my library was 
perturbed, six genes in three different epigenetic modifying classes produced a 
stem cell-like deficient phenotype. Four are the same genes that gave stem cell-
like expression patterns and the remaining two are in the same family as Smed-
RL7A and Smed-NHP2L1, putative DNA demethylases.  
 The number of genes with expression patterns in the nervous system may 
be due to the numerous roles that epigenetics play in the nervous system. It has 
been shown that epigenetic regulation of gene expression is indispensible for 
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neural lineage differentiation, memory and learning (Feng et al., 2007; Taniura et 
al., 2007). Therefore, changes in the epigenetic state may contribute to 
phenotypes associated with neural aging and neurodegenerative disorders, such 
as Alzheimer's disease (Peleg et al., 2010; Rumbaugh and Miller, 2011; Stilling 
and Fischer, 2011) It would be interesting to determine if the activities detected in 
the planarian nervous system may reflect similar changes and serve, perhaps, as 
experimental paradigms to study these processes. 
Smed-NHP2L1, Smed-RL7A, Smed-RPS12, and Smed-RPL30 have 
homology to ribosomal proteins and were selected as part of the screen due to 
the potential that they are DNA demethylases. These genes all contain the L7Ae 
domain, which is also found in DNA demethylases (Koonin, 1997; Barreto et al., 
2007b; Ma et al., 2009; Sytnikova et al., 2011). It is not uncommon for ribosomal 
proteins to have extraribosomal functions (Wool, 1996; Warner and McIntosh, 
2009) but it still remains to be determined if the planarian L7Ae domain-
containing genes are DNA demethylases. However, when the function is 
perturbed for the members of the L7Ae family of genes they each have very 
interesting and different effects on stem cell lineage progression (Figure 5.37).  
Smed-RPL30(RNAi) has the canonical, if not expected effect on the 
lineage. Under normal conditions, the stem cells divide with some of the daughter 
cells moving on to differentiate into early progeny, and the early progeny moving 
on to differentiate into late progeny, which in turn are thought to go on to become 
a variety of differentiated cell types. If the function of the stem cell is affected, 
such as their ability to maintain their numbers, detectable reductions in the 
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markers for both the early and late progeny will become readily apparent. Hence, 
the most parsimonious explanation for the observed results in Smed-
RPL30(RNAi) animals is that a disruption at the top of the lineage occurred: the 
stem cells are unable to replenish the early progeny (disappearance of smedwi-1 
signal), the early progeny are no longer made and become depleted as they go 
on to become late progeny, and likewise the late progeny population cannot be 
maintained as they continue to differentiate. 
In marked contrast to Smed-RPL30, the other three L7Ae family members 
have different effects on the lineage when their function is perturbed. Smed-
RL7A(RNAi) animals have a slow reduction in smedwi-1 and Smed-AGAT-1, but 
an almost immediate deficit of Smed-NB.21.11e. This might indicate a role in the 
routing of the stem cell decision to become early progeny expressing Smed-
NB.21.11e and therefore when Smed-RL7A is missing, the stem cell progeny are 
funneled into a separate, as yet undetermined lineage responsible for the 
generation of a different set of early progeny cells. Hence, it is likely that a 
detailed characterization of Smed-RL7A(RNAi) stem cells with halogenated 
thymidine analogs, followed by sorting and global gene expression patterns 
either by deep sequencing or microarrays will help uncover a new developmental 
lineage in these organisms. 
Smed-RPS12(RNAi) animals display an equally interesting lineage defect. 
Abrogation of Smed-RPS12 results in an increase in the stem cell marker 
smedwi-1, followed by its dramatic reduction. There is an almost immediate 
absence of the early progeny marker Smed-NB.21.11e and a gradual loss of 
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Smed-AGAT-1, even though the late progeny seem to be initially unaffected by 
the loss of Smed-RPS12. This could be explained by a misregulation of stem cell 
specification, such that the resulting daughter cells after cell division fail to 
commit to an early progeny fate which then may be followed by either their death 
or by their differentiation into cells for which we have not yet identified specific 
markers. 
RNAi of Smed-NHP2L1 (the remaining L7Ae domain containing gene 
tested) produced a rapid depletion of smedwi-1 and Smed-NB.21.11e and a 
more gradual reduction in Smed-AGAT-1. By homology this gene is a member of 
the H/ACA small nucleolar ribonucleoproteins (snoRNPs) gene family. snoRNPs 
are involved in various aspects of rRNA processing and modification and are also 
components of the telomerase complex. In the event that any of the proteins of 
this family is depleted, both 18S rRNA production and rRNA pseudouridylation 
are impaired (Trahan et al., 2010). Smed-NHP2L1 may be playing an important 
role in the translation of mRNAs in stem cells and the resulting postmitotic early 
progeny or some other basic function of these two cell types, but not in the late 
progeny. 
At this point in time, it is unknown what exactly is happening to the cells in 
which the markers are declining. Are the cells dying or are they differentiating? If 
they are differentiating, are they making the proper cell fate decisions?  
Additional experimentation is required to determine the answers to these 
questions, such as, cell death assays, RNAi of these genes followed by FACS, 
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pulse-chase studies with halogenated thymidine analogs, and WISH with 
additional lineage markers. 
Another molecule causing marked defects when silenced by RNAi is 
Smed-HDAC1-1, a class I histone deacetylase. Class I histone deactylases are 
usually found in the nucleus, are expressed in most tissues and cell lines in 
humans (Verdin et al., 2003) and cause embryonic lethality when eliminated in 
mice (Dovey et al., 2010). The HDAC1 homolog in C. elegans, hda-1, is also 
ubiquitously expressed and it too results in embryonic lethality when mutated in 
these animals (Dufourcq et al., 2002). HDAC inhibitors have been shown to 
result in cell cycle arrest in cancer cell lines (Tonelli et al., 2006). In planaria, 
Smed-HDAC1-1 is not ubiquitously expressed and the loss of this protein is likely 
causing cell cycle arrest. In Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals the stem cell marker 
decreases first, followed by a concomitant decrease in the early progeny first, 
and the late progeny second. Closer examination of the stem cells by FACS 
(Figure 5.34) at D12, a day in which the stem cell marker was almost completely 
absent, showed that the stem cells are in fact still present in normal numbers. 
This is accompanied by a loss of mitotic figures, measured by the absence of 
anti-H3P labeling (Figure 5.31). This indicates that the loss of Smed-HDAC1-1 
causes the cell cycle to arrest. Since there is a loss of phosphorylation of the H3 
serine 10, the cell cycle is not progressing from G2 to M. And because one of our 
criteria for identifying stem cells by FACS is an increase in the concentration of 
DNA content (>2n), the cells are likely to be arrested somewhere between G1 
and G2, or in one of the phases of mitosis. Smed-HDAC1-1 is likely responsible 
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for the regulation of genes that are required for the decision of stem cells to self-
renew and/or to differentiate. With the loss of Smed-HDAC1-1, the stem cells are 
halted; they are no longer dividing and no longer differentiating into early 
progeny. The lack of stem cell differentiation is proposed because they are not 
being depleted even as there is a subsequent reduction in the expression of 
Smed-NB.21.11e and Smed-AGAT-1, presumably due to their differentiation or 
death.  
Smed-SETD8-1 is a homolog of human SET8 and D. melanogaster pr-
set7. This protein is responsible for the methylation of H4K20 and is involved in 
transcriptional silencing (Peterson and Laniel, 2004). SET8 in humans is required 
for S phase progression and in mice and flies its loss results in embryonic 
lethality (Nishioka et al., 2002; Huen et al., 2008). H4K20-Me is localized to 
planarian stem cells (Guo et al., 2006). Smed-SETD8-1 has a stem cell-like 
expression pattern (Figure 5.16), and Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) animals have the 
characteristic stem cell deficient phenotype (Figure 5.18C). It is likely that the 
loss of Smed-SETD8-1 causes the stem cells to be unable to enter or progress 
into the S phase of the cell cycle. This would result in insufficient numbers of 
stem cells to maintain the lineage. 
My aims were to determine if any epigenetics modifying enzymes are 
localized to ASCs or if any of these enzymes have specific roles in ASC function. 
Six genes were identified that are likely to have key roles in stem cell self-
renewal, maintenance and/or differentiation; Smed-HDAC1-1, Smed-SETD8-1, 
Smed-RL7A, Smed-NHP2L1, Smed-RPL30 and Smed-RPS12. Future studies 
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will attempt to uncover a more in-depth understanding of the specific roles these 











I used BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) and custom perl scripts that 
implement BioPerl (Stajich et al., 2002) to identify the histones in the Schmidtea 
mediterrana assembly and MAKER annotations. Histone sequences from other 
species were acquired from http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/histones/ (Mariño-
Ramírez et al., 2005). In summary I performed the following steps (all scripts 
mentioned can be found in the Appendix: Custom Scripts): 
1. For each of the four histones I created a fasta file of sequences from 
the histone database, each named accordantly in the following format, 
H1.histoneDB.fasta. 
2. I compared all open reading frames of the planarian genome and 
MAKER amino acid annotations to each histone fasta file using 
BLASTP. 
blastall -p blastp -i smed_mk4.aa -d "H1.histoneDB.fasta" -o 
H1.histoneDB.fasta.blast.out 
 
3. For each resulting blast result file I converted the standard output to a 
tabular format using a script named blast2table_desc.pl that I modified 
from blast2table.pl (Korf et al., 2003). 
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blast2table_desc.pl -e 1e-10 H1.histoneDB.fasta.blast.out > 
H1.histoneDB.fasta.blast.b2t 
 
4. I parsed each resulting blast2table file for the top hits using a custom 
script that I created called parseBlastTable_topHit.pl. 
parseBlastTable_topHit.pl H1.histoneDB.fasta.blast.b2t > H1.tophit 
 
5. From each file containing top hits I created a new file that contains only 
the S.med sequence name and the histone top hit description. 
awk ‘{print $1}’ H1.tophit > mk4.H1.hits 
 
6. I then collected the amino acid sequence for each planarian histone in 
histone specific files. 
fastacmd -d /common/data/smed_maker_v4.aa -i mk4.H1.hits > 
mk4.H1.fasta 
 
7. I then formatted each planarian histone file such that it could function 
as a blast database. 
formatdb -i mk4.H1.fasta -p T -o T 
 
8. I searched for redundant sequences by first blasting each new 
planarian histone database against itself. 
blastall -p blastp -i mk4.H1.fasta -d mk4.H1.fasta -o mk4.H1.redundant 
-F F 
 
9. The BLAST results from the redundant search were parsed by a 
custom script that identifies the redundant matches. 
parseBlast_redundantSearch.pl mk4.H1.redundant > H1.copies 
 
10. I then made a fasta file of the unique planarian histone sequences. 
fastacmd -i mk4.H1.redundant.summary.redundantSearch.out -d 
mk4.H1.fasta > H1.unique.fasta 
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Histone Counts in Other Organisms 
I used TBLASTN (Altschul et al., 1990) to identify histones from each of 
the five HistoneDB fasta fies in the genomic reference sequences for C. elegans 
(Database: C elegans genome release WS189, 7 sequences; 100,281,426 total 
letters), D. melanogaster (Database: Drosophila melanogaster genome 
(reference only) 6 sequences; 120,381,546 total letters), and H. sapiens 
(Database: human build 36.3 reference and alternate assembly genomic 
Scaffolds; 11,546 sequences; 8,709,484,211 total letters). I parsed out and 
counted each unique HSP with a hit that had an e-value of 1e-15 or better.  
Chromatin Immunoprecipitaion 
I homogenized worms in 200ul of Calcium magnesium free media (CMF) 
with a pestle and filtered the solution with a 53-micron filter and added 36.5% 
formaldehyde to a final concentration of 1% and incubated for 15 minutes at 
room temperature with rotation. Glycine was added to a final concentration of 
0.125M to stop the cross linking and incubated 5 minutes at room temperature 
with rotation. The tube was centrifuged at 700 x g for 4 minutes at 4oC. The pellet 
was washed two times by resuspending in ice cold Phosphate-buffered saline 
(PBS) with 1ug/ml protease inhibitor (Sigma P2714). The homogenate was 
pelleted as before and the nuclei were resuspended in 200ul of nuclei lysis buffer 
(1% SDS; EDTA pH 8.0; 50mM Tris pH 8.1; 1ug/ml protease inhibitor). The 
nuclei were incubatated on ice 10-20 minutes and were sonicated to shear the 
DNA into pieces between 1000-500bps (Branson Sonifier 200; duty 90%, output 
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30-40% with 9 pulses at 10sec each on ice with 1 minute incubation on ice 
between each pulse). The tube was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,000rpm at 
4oC. The supernatant was collected and split into two 1.5ml centrifuge tubes 
(tube 1 for antibody, tube 2 for no antibody control). ChIP dilution buffer (0.01% 
SDS; 1.1% Triton x-100; 16.7mM Tris pH 8.1; 167mM NaCl; 1ug/ml protease 
inhibitors) was added to to each tube so final volume was 10-fold the starting 
volume. To reduce nonspecific background, pre-clear by adding 80ul of Salmon 
Sperm DNA/Protein A agarose 50% slurry (Upstate 16-157C) to each tube and 
incubate 30 minutes at 4oC with agitation. The agarose was pelleted by a brief 
centrifugation (700-1000 rpm ~1 minutes) and the supernatant was collected into 
new 1.5ml centrifuge tubes. The antibody was to each 1ml of supernatant and 
incubated overnight at 4oC with rotation. 60ul of Salmon sperm DNA/Protein A 
Agarose Slurry was added and incubated for 1 hour at 4oC with rotation to each 
tube. The agarose was pelleted by gentle centrifugation (700-1000 rpm ~1 
minutes) and the supernatant was removed (contains the unbound DNA). The 
agarose/antibody/histone complex was washed 3-5 minutes on a rotating 
platform at 4oC with 0.5ml of each of the following cold solutions Low Salt 
Immune Complex Wash Buffer (0.1% SDS; 1% Triton x-100; 2mM EDTA pH 8.0; 
20mM Tris pH 8.1; 150mM NaCl), High Salt Immune Complex Wash Buffer 
(0.1% SDS; 1% Triton x-100; 2mM EDTA pH 8.0; Tris pH 8.1;500mM NaCl), LiCl 
Immune Complex Wash Buffer (0.25M LiCl;1% NP-40; 1% deoxycholic acid 
(w/v); 1mM EDTA pH 8.0; 10mM Tris pH 8.1). Two final washes with TE Buffer 
(1mM EDTA pH 8.0; 10mM Tris pH 8.1) were performed. 
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Nuclei Enrichment 
Worms were homogenized in cold PBS with a pestle and spun at 250 x g 
for 5 minutes at 4oC. The pellet was resuspended in 200ul of cell lysis buffer 
(5mM PIPES pH 8.0; 85mM KCl; 0.5% NP-40; 1ug/ml protease inhibitors) and 
incubated on ice for 5 minutes. The mixture was gently agitated and incubated 
for an additional 5 minutes on ice. The nuclei were pelleted by spinning at 5,000 
rpm for 5 minutes at 4oC. 
Western Blotting of Histones 
Western blotting of histones was preformed as previously described 
(Thiriet and Albert, 1995). 
Histone Extraction 
Whole worms were homogenized in CMF with a pestle, spun down at 250 
x g for 5 minutes, resuspended in lysis buffer (0.01M Tric-HCl pH 7.5; 0.001M 
MgCl2; 0.5% NP40) and spun down at 10,000 x g for 3 seconds. The pellet was 
resuspended in 200ul of extraction solution (0.5M HCl; 10% glycerol; 0.1M 2-
Mercaptoethylamine-HCl) and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 5 minutes. The 
supernatant containing the histones and was collected. 
Histone Separation with Reverse Phase HPLC 
Histone extracts were purified by reverse phase HPLC with a C18 column 
(Vydac). The gradient was composed of mobile phase A, 0.1% Trifluoroacetic 
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acid (TFA) in water and mobile phase B, (0.1% TFA in acetonitrile. Mobile phase 
B was linearly increased 1% per minute from 35-55%. 
Immunocytochemistry, Imaging and Image Processing for  
 Unsorted Cell Populations 
S. mediterranea were dissociated by dicing 20 worms as finely as possible 
and the pieces were nutated in CMF plus trypsin for 1 hour at room temperature. 
The resulting cells were filtered using a sterile 53 micron filter and pelleted by 
centrifuging at 250 x g for 5 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 2 mls of 
CMF and spotted on microscope slides.  
The cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in 1x PBS for 15 minutes, rinsed 
and permeabilized in 0.25% triton X100 in PBS for 5 minutes, and blocked with 
4% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for 1 hour followed by a PBS wash. The 
cells were incubated in a humidity chamber for 2 hours with a primary antibody. 
The slides were rinsed and incubated, as above, for 1 hour with secondary 
antibody. The slides were washed and Vectasheild with DAPI was applied and 
covered with a glass coverslip.  
The stained cells were visualized on an Olympus IX70 fluorescent 
microscope at 60x magnification and imaged with a CCD camera. Image J and 
Adobe Photoshop were used to analyze the images. In Image J, the 16-bit 
images were first converted to 8-bit then DAPI fluorescence, which labels the nu-
cleus, was adjusted by pixel threshold and the resulting binary image was 
subtracted from the original DAPI image and the image of H3K9K14-Ac 
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fluorescence. The remaining particles, after subtraction, were analyzed, and the 
intensity of DAPI and H3K9K14-Ac fluorescence were obtained in units of 
average pixel number per particle, or cell. H3K9K14-Ac fluorescence (antibody 
staining) and nucleus fluorescence (DAPI staining) are reported in units of the 
average number of pixels per cell. The level of acetylation per cell is calculated 
by dividing H3K9K14-Ac fluorescence by the overall nucleus fluorescence. 
Immunocytochemistry, Imaging and Image Processing for  
 
Sorted Cell Populations 
 
The FACS sorted cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in 1x PBS for 5 
minutes, rinsed three times in 1x PBS and permeablelized in 0.1% triton X100 in 
1x PBS for 5 minutes. The slides were rinsed three times in 1x PBS then blocked 
with 4% BSA in 1x PBS for 1 hour followed by a 1x PBS wash. The cells were 
incubated in a humidity chamber for 2 hours with aprimary antibody. The slides 
were rinsed three times in 1x PBS and incubated, as above, for 1 hour with a 
secondary antibody. The slides were washed three times and Vectasheild with 
Dapi was applied and covered with a glass coverslip. 
The cells were imaged at the University of Utah Microscopy core facility, 
on the automated BD Pathway 885 high-throughput confocal imager. I wrote perl 
scripts to create ImageJ scripts that counted all DAPI and antibody positive cells 
in my images and to format the output into tab delimited files. These scripts are 
included in the Appendix: Custom scripts. 
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Gene Finding and Cloning 
 For every protein of interest, such as HDAC, I generated a fasta file 
containing every sequence in Swissprot (Boeckmann et al., 2003) that contained 
the description I was interested in locating in the S. mediterranea genome.  
1. grep "|HDAC" swissprot.aa | awk ‘{print $1}’ | awk -F "\|" ‘{print $5}’ > 
HDAC.swprt.list 
2. fastacmd -i HDAC.swprt.list -d swissprot.aa > HDAC.swprt.fasta.aa  
I used BLASTX to identify homologous planarian sequences and a custom 
script, parseBlast_hsp.pl to create the largest contiguous sequence from all blast 
alignments on the same genomic contig. 
Once a reciprocal BLAST with the possible planarian sequences was 
performed,I used a Primer3 (Koressaar and Remm, 2007) and a custom script, 
runPrimer3.pl to create primers (Table 5.8). I prepared a 7-day regeneration 
library (Gurley et al., 2008) and PCR amplified products, purified and cloned into 
the pPR-T4P vector, which was obtained from J. Rink, and transformed into 
DH5a. Each clone identity was verified by sequencing. For RNAi experiments, 
the cloned vector was transformed into HT115. 
 
Whole Mount in situ Hybridization and Immunostaining 
Probe synthesis and WISH was carried out as previously detailed 
(Pearson et al., 2009).  
The animals for immunostaining were processed exactly as the WISH 
animals until the application of the antibody (anti-phospho-histone H3 ser10 
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MC463 rabbit monoclonal antibody from Upstate Cell Signaling Solutions, used 
at 1:300) to detect mitotic activity (Robb and Sánchez Alvarado, 2002). The 
animals were incubated overnight at 4oC, washed 6x with 1x PBS with 0.1% 
triton x100, and incubated with Alexa Fluor 555 goat anti-rabbit 555 (Invitrogen 
A21429). 
Double Stranded RNA interferace (RNAi) 
RNAi “soft-serve” food was prepared as described previously (Gurley et 
al., 2008) with the following modifications: all RNAi constructs for each gene 
were two times more concentrated. All animals were fed 3 times, on day 0, 4 and 
7 and cut on day 10 after the first feeding. 
Image Capture and Processing of Immunostaining and in situ Hybridizations 
Images of immunostained animals and of whole-mount in situ 
hybridization in which NBT-BCIP was used as part of the development procedure 
were captured on a Zeiss Lumar V12 stereomicroscope using an Axiocam HRc 
camera. 
Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) 
The dissociation of planarians, cellular labeling, and isolation of cells by 
FACS were performed as described previously (Reddien, 2005), but using a 
Becton Dickinson FACSAria	  




Figure 5.1: The two main components of the epigenetic code, DNA methylation 
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Figure 5.2: The coat coloration of a calico cat is a visible manifestation of X-
inactivation (image is from http://www.great-pictures-of-cats.com/calico-
cats.html).  	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Figure 5.3: Molecular markers for studying stem cell lineage. Stem cells have 
been found to express the following molecular markers, piwi-1 (smedwi-1), RR, 
PCNA, and CyclinB. Stem cells, which are the only mitotically active cells can 
also be labeled with an antibody against H3P as they are entering into mitosis. 
About one to two days after a stem cell divides one of the daughters 
differentiates into an early progeny cell. This non-proliferating cell type expresses 
NB.21.11e (Smed-NB.21.11e) and NB.32.1g. Then about one to two days later 
this cell type differentiates into a late progeny, which expresses AGAT-1 (Smed-
AGAT-1) and it goes on to differentiate into differentiated cell types (used with 
permission from Dr. Bret Pearson). 
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Figure 5.4: Largest identifiable Schmidtea mediterranea histone gene cluster. 
This is a screen capture from SmedGD of genomic contig v31.000688. It is the 
largest identifiable histone cluster and contains two H2B genes, two H3.3 genes, 
and one H2A gene. Only the first exon of the MAKER transcript 
mk4.000688.07.01 is the single exon H2B gene. 
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Figure 5.5:  Comparison of histone clusters in various species. This is a diagram 
of histone clusters containing histone H3 in a variety of organisms (Rooney et al., 
2002). These clusters illustrate the conserved concept of histone clusters for 
organization but the gene order and direction of transcription (indicated with 
arrows) is not consistent across species. 
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Figure 5.6: Amino acid alignment of histone H3 in H. sapiens and S. 
mediterranea. This is an alignment created with ClustalW (Thompson et al., 
1994), Planarian H3 is on top and human below. Locations of select 
posttranslational modifications are marked with colored lollipops. There are only 
two amino acid differences between H. sapiens and S. mediterranea. 
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Figure 5.7: Histone antibodies cross react with planarian epitopes. Nuclei were 
enriched and the supernatant (S) and pellet (P) were run on a 12% SDS 
polyacrylamide gel, transferred to nitrocellulose and immunostained. Bands of 
the appropriate size were obtained (arrows).  
 
A. B. C.
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Figure 5.8 Whole-mount immunohistochemistry. (A) Animals immunostained with 
antibodies against (A) H3P, (B) H3K9K14-Ac, and (C) H3K9-Me3. 
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Figure 5.9: ChIP in planaria. An antibody against H3K9K14-Ac was used for 
ChIP. (A) An immunoblot of the no antibody control (-Ab) and the experimental 
H3K9K14-Ac pull down (+Ab) with unbound (U) and bound (B) fractions. A 17kD 
band in the experimental bound (+Ab, B) fraction verifies that the correct protein 
was precipitated. (B) A DNA agarose gel to verify that DNA had been bound in 
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Figure 5.10: Purification and identification of histone proteins. (A) RPLC was 
conducted with mobile phase B (0.1% trifluoroacetic acid, 90% acetonitrile) 
initially set at 35% and linearly increased to 55% over a 20 minute period (1% 
change per minute). The flow rate was held at a constant 4ml/min. (B) Histone 
H4, from a RPLC fraction, was identified by MS by the masses of four trypsin 
digested fragments, indicated in the mass charge chromatogram by peaks A,B,C 
and D. Peak A (pink) with a mass of 590.74(+2) Da, peak B (light blue) 
495.29(+2) Da, peak C (green) 567.76(+2) Da, and peak D (dark blue) 
655.89(+2) Da positively match the predicted masses of four trypsin digested 
peptides of Smed-HistoneH4. 
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Figure 5.11: Image analysis of fluorescently labeled cells. Slides containing cells 
with nuclei labeled with DAPI and H3K9K14-Ac were imaged. (A) The resulting 
images for the experiment #3 slide were stitched together, masked based on 
DAPI postive nuclei, positive nuclei counted and an image map was created. (B) 
A stitched transmitted light image was overlayed with the DAPI (blue) image. (C)  
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Figure 5.12: Sampling of cell types. These thirteen cells are a sampling of the 39 
cells imaged and analyzed in experiments #3, #8 and #11. The scale bar is 10 
microns. (A) A muscle cell (B, C, D, E, F, I and M) Potential stem cells (G, H, K, 


















Figure 5.13: Plot of H3K9K14-Ac versus DNA content. The letters labeling the 
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Figure 5.14: Stem Cells and AC/DAPI ratios. The scale bar is 10 microns. (A-B) 
Stem cells with AC/DAPI ratio of 0.0. (C-I) Most stem cells have a ratio of 0.1. (J-
K) Stem cells with a ratio of 0.2 and 0.3. (L-M) Stem cells with a much higher 
ratio, 0.9 and 1.7. 
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Modification Stem Cells Differentiated Cells 
 
Figure 5.15. H3K9-Me3 and H3K27-Me3 in stem and differentiated cells. These 
are images of the stem cells and differentiated cells stained with H3K9-Me3 and 
H3K27-me3 (red) and DAPI (blue).  
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Figure 5.16: Whole-mount in situ hybridization expression patterns of epigenetic 
modifying enzymes. (A) Histone deacetylases; Smed-HDAC1-1, Smed-HDA2-1, 
Smed-HDAC5-1, HDAC8-1, Smed-Sin3-1, Smed-SAP18-1, Smed-SAP180-1, 
and HDAC1-3. (B) Histone acetyltransferases; Smed-ELP3-1, Smed-NCOAT-2, 
Smed-CBP-2, Smed-YEATS4-1, Smed-CBP-4, Smed-NCOAT-1, Smed-MYST3-
1, Smed-MYST4-2, Smed-MYST2-2, Smed-Ep300-2, Smed-MYST4-1, Smed-
HAT-1, Smed-CBP-5, Smed-CBP-6, Smed-Ep300-3 and Smed-Tip60-1. (C) 
Histone methyltransferases; Smed-SETD8-1, Smed-SUV42-1, Smed-SETB1-1, 
Smed-CARM1-1, Smed-NSD2-2, Smed-SUV92-1, Smed-TRR-1, Smed-DOT1L-
1, Smed-ANM8-1, Smed-ANMX-1, Smed-ANM1-1, Smed-ASH2L-1, Smed-
SETB1-2 and Smed-SUV92-2. (D) Histone demethylases; Smed-JARID-3, 
Smed-JmjC-1, Smed-JARID-2, Smed-JmjC-6, Smed-JmjC-4 and Smed-JmjC-7. 
(E) Putative DNA demethylases; Smed-RL7A, Smed-NHP2L1, Smed-RPS12 and 
Smed-RPL30. (F) Endonucleases; Smed-XPG-1, Smed-XPG-2 and Smed-FEN1. 
(G) Histone phosphorylases; Smed-TAF1-2 and Smed-TAF1-3. 
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Figure 5.17: Two common whole-mount in situ hybridization expression patterns 
obtained. Scale bar is 200 microns. (A) An illustration of the gastrovasular 
system (Pearse et al., 1997). (B) The stem cell-like pattern is the expression of 
mRNA between the branches of the gut and an absence of expression anterior to 
the photoreceptors and in the pharynx as is exemplified by Smed-HDAC1-1. (C) 
An illustration of the nervous system (Pearse et al., 1997). (D) The nervous 
system-like pattern is found around the brain down the ventral cords and at the 
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Figure 5.18: Stem cell deficient phenotype. This phenotype is characterized by a 
curling of the epithelium onto the ventral surface of the worm and by a lack of 
blastemas and regeneration, indicated by yellow arrows, when amputated. (A) 6K 
rad irradiated wildtype worm. (B) Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animal. (C) Smed-
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Figure 5.19: Alignment of the L7Ae family of genes in S. mediterranea. The 
amino acids colored in bold green make up the L7Ae domain. 
CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment
Smed-RL7A       PNNKAKLLAKKKKSVKKVAPVPEIIKSKTIKKKIVNPLFESRPKNFAIGQ 50
Smed-NHP2L1     XPLLNE-----------------------LTTKII-----NVI------- 15
Smed-RPL30      PTKKVK------------------------EENIG-----SRL------- 14
Smed-RPS12      KSVDS---------------------------LVQ-----SVL------- 11
                                                 :      .         
Smed-RL7A       DIQSKRDLTRFVKWPKYVRLQRQKSILNKRLKMPAVINQFNNAIDKPNAK 100
Smed-NHP2L1     --------------------------------------------QKA--- 18
Smed-RPL30      --------------------------------------------ALA--- 17
Smed-RPS12      --------------------------------------------KDA--- 14
                                                              .   
Smed-RL7A       SIVKLLSKYRPESKQEKVARLKLRASERVEGKPETVETKPALIRYGVREI 150
Smed-NHP2L1     -------------------------------------SSLSQIKKGANEA 31
Smed-RPL30      -------------------------------------VKTGKYCLGLNQT 30
Smed-RPS12      -------------------------------------VSVRGLTCGIHQT 27
                                                      .      * .: 
Smed-RL7A       TTLVEQKKAQMVVIAHDVDPIEI--VLHLPALCRKMGVPYCILKGKAILG 198
Smed-NHP2L1     TKALNRGRAQLIVMAADAEPLEI--LLHLPLLCEDKNVPYVFIPSKTALG 79
Smed-RPL30      LKTIRSGKAELIIVAKNANPLVKSQVEYYSML-SRKGIHH-FDGNNSDLG 78
Smed-RPS12      TKALESQKALLCILAKNCDDANY--TKLIEVLCKEHNIPLLKVDSNKKLG 75
                 . :.  :* : ::* : :            *    .:      .:  **
Smed-RL7A       QIVRKK-T--CSAVALVNVASEDKAPLNKLTEIMMTNFNNRGDEIRKHVG 245
Smed-NHP2L1     RACGVSRH--VIACAITES---------------------TGSEVTPLV- 105
Smed-RPL30      TACGKLFK--VSXXAI---------------------------------- 92
Smed-RPS12      EYAGLCKLDKDLNPRKTVS---------------------CSSVVISNI- 103
                                                                  
Smed-RL7A       GGIMGL 251
Smed-NHP2L1     QGIHTA 111
Smed-RPL30      --TDPG 96
Smed-RPS12      PNNCTN 109
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Figure 5.20: RNAi feeding and amputation schedule. The worms were fed on day 
0, 4 and 7 (D0, D4 and D7). The amputation was administered on D10. Animals 
were allowed to attempt regeneration for up to 7 days after amputation. The days 
past amputation are labeled as RD1 through RD7, or regeneration day 1 through 
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Figure 5.21: Stem cell lineage analysis of Smed-RL7A(RNAi) animals. Intact 
Smed-RL7A(RNAi) animals were fixed on D3, D7 and D9 and amputated Smed-
RL7A(RNAi) animals (labeled “e” for experimental) were fixed on D11 through 
D17 (RD1 through RD7) and tested for the presence of the four markers smedwi-
1, Smed-NB.21.11e, Smed-AGAT-1 and anti-H3P. unc22(RNAi) animals were 
used as a control for intact animals and for amputated animals (labeled “c” for 
control).  
Marker unc22 
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Figure 5.22: Mitotic stem cell density in Smed-RL7A(RNAi) animals. For Smed- 
RL7A(RNAi) (green) and unc22(RNAi) (white) animals on D3, D7, and D9 mitotic 
figures were identified, counted and compared to the volume of the worm to 
produce a mitotic figure density. This graph is a boxplot, the box itself contains 
the middle 50% of the data. The upper edge of the box indicates the 75th 
percentile of the data set, and the lower edge indicates the 25th percentile. The 
line in the box indicates the median value of the data. The ends of the vertical 
lines indicate the minimum and maximum data values, and the points outside the 








































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.23: Stem cell lineage analysis of Smed-NHP2L1(RNAi) animals. Intact 
Smed-NHP2L1(RNAi) animals were fixed on D3, D7 and D9 and amputated 
Smed- NHP2L1(RNAi) animals (labeled “e” for experimental) were fixed on D11 
through D16 (RD1 through RD6) and tested for the presence of the four markers 
smedwi-1, Smed-NB.21.11e, Smed-AGAT-1 and anti-H3P. unc22(RNAi) animals 
were used as a control for intact animals and for amputated animals (labeled “c” 
for control).  
Marker unc22 
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Figure 5.24: Mitotic stem cell density in Smed-NHP2L1(RNAi) animals. For 
Smed-NHP2L1(RNAi) (yellow) and unc22(RNAi) (white) animals on D3, D7, and 
D9 mitotic figures were identified, counted and compared to the volume of the 
worm to produce a mitotic figure density. This graph is a boxplot, the box itself 
contains the middle 50% of the data. The upper edge of the box indicates the 
75th percentile of the data set, and the lower edge indicates the 25th percentile. 
The line in the box indicates the median value of the data. The ends of the 
vertical lines indicate the minimum and maximum data values, and the points 
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Figure 5.25: Alignment of the proteins of human Gadd45a, Smed-RPS12, and 
pig and yeast RS12. 
 
CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment
Smed-RPS12       -------------------EE-----KSVDSLVQSVLKDAVSVRGLTCGI 26
GA45A_HUMAN              MTL-EEFSA------G---EQKTERMDKVGDALEEVLSKALSQRTITVGV 40
RS12_PIG                 MAE-EGIAA------G---GV-----MDVNTALQEVLKTALIHDGLARGI 35
RS12_YEAST               MSDVEEVVEVQEETVVEQTAE-----VTIEDALKVVLRTALVHDGLARGL 45
                                                     :   :: **  *:    :: *:
Smed-RPS12       HQTTKALES--QKALLCILAKNCDDAN------YTKLIEVLC--KEHNIP 66
GA45A_HUMAN              YEAAKLLNVDPDNVVLCLLAADEDDDRDVALQIHFTLIQAFC--CENDIN 88
RS12_PIG                 REAAKALDK--RQAHLCVLASNCDEPM------YVKLVEALC--AEHQIN 75
RS12_YEAST               RESTKALTR--GEALLVVLVSSVTEAN------IIKLVEGLANDPENKVP 87
                          :::* *     :. * :*. .  :          .*:: :.   *:.: 
Smed-RPS12       LLKVSFRLTAIKNLENMQAYANLTRIVDSNKKLGEYAGLCKLDKDLNPRK 116
GA45A_HUMAN              ILRVS-----------------------NPGRLAEL---LLLETDAGPAA 112
RS12_PIG                 LIKVD-----------------------DNKKLGEWVGLCKIDREGKPRK 102
RS12_YEAST               LIKVA-----------------------DAKQLGEWAGLGKIDREGNARK 114
                         :::*                        .  :*.*      :: :  .  
Smed-RPS12       TV------SCSSVVISNIPNNCTNWEALMS-------------------E 141
GA45A_HUMAN              SEGAEQPPDLHCVLVTNPH-SSQWKDPALSQLICFCRESRYMDQWVPVIN 161
RS12_PIG                 VV------GCSCVVVKDYGKESQAKDVIEE-------------------Y 127
RS12_YEAST               VV------GASVVVVKNWGAETDELSMIME-------------------H 139
                                 .   *::.:   .    .   .                    
Smed-RPS12       V-KKQ 145
GA45A_HUMAN              L-PER 165
RS12_PIG                 FKCKK 132
RS12_YEAST               F-SQQ 143
                         .  ::
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Figure 5.26: Stem cell lineage analysis of Smed-RPS12(RNAi) animals. Intact 
Smed-RPS12(RNAi) animals were fixed on D3, D7 and D9 and amputated 
Smed-RPS12(RNAi) animals (labeled “e” for experimental) were fixed on D11 
through D17 (RD1 through RD7) and tested for the presence of the four markers 
smedwi-1, Smed-NB.21.11e, Smed-AGAT-1 and anti-H3P. unc22(RNAi) animals 
were used as a control for intact animals and for amputated animals (labeled “c” 
for control).  
Marker unc22 
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Figure 5.27: Mitotic stem cell density in Smed-RPS12(RNAi) animals. For Smed-
RPS12(RNAi) (orange) and unc22(RNAi) (white) animals on D3, D7, and D9 
mitotic figures were identified, counted and compared to the volume of the worm 
to produce a mitotic figure density. This graph is a boxplot, the box itself contains 
the middle 50% of the data. The upper edge of the box indicates the 75th 
percentile of the data set, and the lower edge indicates the 25th percentile. The 
line in the box indicates the median value of the data. The ends of the vertical 
lines indicate the minimum and maximum data values, and the points outside the 











































































































































































































































































Figure 5.28: Stem Cell Lineage Analysis of Smed-RPL30(RNAi) animals. Intact 
Smed-RPL30(RNAi) animals were fixed on D3, D7 and D9 and amputated 
Smed-RPL30(RNAi) animals (labeled “e” for experimental) were fixed on D11 
through D17 (RD1 through RD7) and tested for the presence of the four markers 
smedwi-1, Smed-NB.21.11e, Smed-AGAT-1 and anti-H3P. unc22(RNAi) animals 
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Figure 5.29: Mitotic stem cell density in Smed-RPL30(RNAi) animals. For Smed-
RPL30(RNAi) (pink) and unc22(RNAi) (white) animals on D3, D7, and D9 mitotic 
figures were identified, counted and compared to the volume of the worm to 
produce a mitotic figure density. This graph is a boxplot, the box itself contains 
the middle 50% of the data. The upper edge of the box indicates the 75th 
percentile of the data set, and the lower edge indicates the 25th percentile. The 
line in the box indicates the median value of the data. The ends of the vertical 
lines indicate the minimum and maximum data values, and the points outside the 











































































































































































































































































Figure 5.30: The stem cell-like expression pattern of Smed-HDAC1-1 disappears 
with RNAi. (A) Canonical stem cell-like expression pattern can be seen in 
smedwi-1. (B) The expression pattern of Smed-HDAC1-1 resembles the stem 
cell-like pattern, but does have some expression anterior to the photoreceptors. 
(C) The Smed-HDAC1-1 expression disappears in a Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) 
animals. This WISH was preformed at D12. 
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Figure 5.31: Stem cell lineage analysis of intact Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals. 
Intact Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals were fixed on D4, D7, D10, D12 and D15 
and tested for the presence of the four markers smedwi-1, Smed-NB.21.11e, 
Smed-AGAT-1 and anti-H3P. unc22(RNAi) animals were used as a control. 
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Figure 5.32: Stem Cell Lineage Analysis of Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) intact and 
amputated animals. Intact Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals were fixed on D4, D7 
and D10 and amputated Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals (labeled “e” for 
experimental) were fixed on D11 through D16 (RD1 through RD6) and tested for 
the presence of the four markers smedwi-1, Smed-NB.21.11e, Smed-AGAT-1 
and anti-H3P. unc22(RNAi) animals were used as a control for intact animals and 
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Figure 5.33: Mitotic stem cell density in Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals. For 
Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) (blue) and unc22(RNAi) (white) animals on D4, D7, D10, 
D12 and D15 mitotic figures were identified, counted and compared to the 
volume of the worm to produce a mitotic figure density. This graph is a boxplot, 
the box itself contains the middle 50% of the data. The upper edge of the box 
indicates the 75th percentile of the data set, and the lower edge indicates the 
25th percentile. The line in the box indicates the median value of the data. The 
ends of the vertical lines indicate the minimum and maximum data values, and 
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Figure 5.34: Stem cells are still present in D12 Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals. 
D12 Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals and unc22(RNAi) animals were dissociated 
and the stem cells were sorted and counted. The numbers reported are an 
average of a 220,000 total events over three separate sorts for Smed-HDAC1-
1(RNAi) and for unc22(RNAi) animals. 
 
Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) unc22(RNAi)
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Figure 5.35: Stem Cell Lineage Analysis of Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) intact and 
amputated animals. Intact Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) animals were fixed on D4, D7 
and D10 and amputated Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) animals (labeled “e” for 
experimental) were fixed on D11 through D16 (RD1-2 and RD4 through RD7) 
and tested for the presence of the four markers smedwi-1, Smed-NB.21.11e, 
Smed-AGAT-1 and anti-H3P. unc22(RNAi) animals were used as a control for 
intact animals and for amputated animals (labeled “c” for control). 
Marker
unc22 
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Figure 5.36: Mitotic stem cell density in Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) animals. For 
Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) (green) and unc22(RNAi) (white) animals on D4, D7 and 
D10 mitotic figures were identified, counted and compared to the volume of the 
worm to produce a mitotic figure density. This graph is a boxplot, the box itself 
contains the middle 50% of the data. The upper edge of the box indicates the 
75th percentile of the data set, and the lower edge indicates the 25th percentile. 
The line in the box indicates the median value of the data. The ends of the 
vertical lines indicate the minimum and maximum data values, and the points 
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Figure 5.37: Summary of the effects of the loss of planarian L7Ae family of genes 
on the stem cell lineage. Red downward pointing arrows depict a gradual loss, 
while a red “X” describes very rapid loss of the indicated cell marker. A green 
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Table 5.1: Histone numbers in Schmidtea mediterranea. The total unique 
nucleotide sequences of each of the four core histones, the linker histone H1, 
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Table 5.2: Catalog of each histone sequence in the Schmidtea mediterranea 
genome. The name of the MAKER annotation or the genomic location, if no 
MAKER exists, is listed for each unique nucleotide sequence of the core 
histones, the linker histone and histone variants. If a duplicate nucleotide 
sequence was identified it is listed as a “Duplicate Nucleotide Sequence”. 	  	  
Table 5.2 continued 
Histone 
Name 
MAKER ID or Genomic 
Location Duplicate Nucleotide Sequences 
H1 mk4.004990.01.01   
H1 mk4.006907.05.01   
H1 mk4.014818.00.01   
H1 mk4.017587.00.01   
H1 mk4.018508.01.01   
H1 mk4.018999.00.01   
H2A mk4.000031.07.01   
H2A mk4.000038.12.01   
H2A mk4.000045.11.01   
H2A mk4.000056.00.01   
H2A mk4.000056.09.01   
H2A mk4.000059.14.01   
H2A mk4.000066.09.01   
H2A mk4.000086.10.01   
H2A mk4.000100.09.01   
H2A mk4.000102.21.01   
H2A mk4.000103.01.01   
H2A mk4.000114.12.01 mk4.000114.12.02 
H2A mk4.000124.05.01   
H2A mk4.000129.03.01   
H2A mk4.000160.09.01   
H2A mk4.000167.01.01   
H2A mk4.000268.06.01   
H2A mk4.000301.11.01   
H2A mk4.000337.10.01   
H2A mk4.000350.12.01   
H2A mk4.000371.06.01   
H2A mk4.000389.01.01   
H2A mk4.000422.11.01   
H2A mk4.000444.07.01   
H2A mk4.000468.01.01   
H2A mk4.000480.03.01   
H2A mk4.000503.19.01   
H2A mk4.000546.21.01   
H2A mk4.000573.01.01   
H2A mk4.000586.04.01   
H2A mk4.000610.06.01   
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Table 5.2 continued 
Histone 
Name 
MAKER ID or Genomic 
Location Duplicate Nucleotide Sequences 
H2A mk4.000628.07.01   
H2A mk4.000653.05.01   
H2A mk4.000661.08.01   
H2A mk4.000696.08.01   
H2A mk4.000696.10.01   
H2A mk4.000772.06.01   
H2A mk4.000813.08.01   
H2A mk4.000861.06.01   
H2A mk4.000876.00.01   
H2A mk4.000899.10.01   
H2A mk4.000900.01.01   
H2A mk4.000901.00.01   
H2A mk4.000910.04.01   
H2A mk4.000928.10.01   
H2A mk4.000973.08.01   
H2A mk4.000985.16.01   
H2A mk4.001021.00.01   
H2A mk4.001252.05.01   
H2A mk4.001262.06.01   
H2A mk4.001285.04.01   
H2A mk4.001297.02.01   
H2A mk4.001314.04.01   
H2A mk4.001397.00.01   
H2A mk4.001436.00.01   
H2A mk4.001438.00.01   
H2A mk4.001455.03.01   
H2A mk4.001499.01.01   
H2A mk4.001519.05.01   
H2A mk4.001581.02.02   
H2A mk4.001587.02.01   
H2A mk4.001642.00.01   
H2A mk4.001713.04.01   
H2A mk4.001761.02.01   
H2A mk4.002046.01.01   
H2A mk4.002052.00.01   
H2A mk4.002088.01.01   
H2A mk4.002221.00.01   
H2A mk4.002225.01.01   
H2A mk4.002368.03.01   
H2A mk4.002373.00.01   
H2A mk4.002455.01.01   
H2A mk4.002568.06.01   
H2A mk4.002596.01.01   
H2A mk4.002800.00.01   
H2A mk4.002847.03.01   
H2A mk4.002898.02.01   
H2A mk4.002922.00.01 mk4.000688.04.01 
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Table 5.2 continued 
Histone 
Name 
MAKER ID or Genomic 
Location Duplicate Nucleotide Sequences 
H2A mk4.002959.02.01   
H2A mk4.003116.02.01   
H2A mk4.003169.00.01   
H2A mk4.003365.00.01   
H2A mk4.003443.01.01   
H2A mk4.003555.01.01   
H2A mk4.003568.03.01   
H2A mk4.003682.00.01   
H2A mk4.003696.00.01   
H2A mk4.003804.04.01   
H2A mk4.004173.01.01   
H2A mk4.004225.02.01   
H2A mk4.004315.05.01   
H2A mk4.004364.00.01   
H2A mk4.004520.00.01   
H2A mk4.004629.01.01   
H2A mk4.004660.01.01   
H2A mk4.004754.04.01   
H2A mk4.004793.01.02 mk4.004793.01.01 
H2A mk4.004850.06.01   
H2A mk4.004866.01.01   
H2A mk4.004873.02.01   
H2A mk4.005181.01.01   
H2A mk4.005310.01.01   
H2A mk4.005494.07.01   
H2A mk4.005504.00.01   
H2A mk4.005523.00.01   
H2A mk4.005542.00.01   
H2A mk4.005699.02.01   
H2A mk4.005994.01.01   
H2A mk4.006188.02.01   
H2A mk4.006492.01.01   
H2A mk4.006729.01.01   
H2A mk4.006761.00.01   
H2A mk4.006861.00.01   
H2A mk4.006950.00.01   
H2A mk4.007436.00.01   
H2A mk4.007648.00.01   
H2A mk4.007699.00.01   
H2A mk4.007728.00.01   
H2A mk4.007909.00.01   
H2A mk4.008019.00.01   
H2A mk4.008168.04.01   
H2A mk4.008251.01.01   
H2A mk4.008399.02.01   
H2A mk4.008811.02.01   
H2A mk4.008818.01.01   
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Table 5.2 continued 
Histone 
Name 
MAKER ID or Genomic 
Location Duplicate Nucleotide Sequences 
H2A mk4.008902.00.01   
H2A mk4.008943.00.01   
H2A mk4.009041.00.01   
H2A mk4.009142.04.01   
H2A mk4.009269.01.01   
H2A mk4.009270.00.01   
H2A mk4.009396.00.01   
H2A mk4.009608.02.01   
H2A mk4.009656.00.01   
H2A mk4.009756.00.01   
H2A mk4.009795.00.01   
H2A mk4.010006.01.01   
H2A mk4.010066.03.01   
H2A mk4.010068.00.01 mk4.009889.01.01 
H2A mk4.010079.02.01   
H2A mk4.010335.01.01   
H2A mk4.010360.00.01   
H2A mk4.010442.00.01   
H2A mk4.010468.00.01   
H2A mk4.010787.00.01   
H2A mk4.010814.00.01   
H2A mk4.010870.00.02   
H2A mk4.011130.01.01   
H2A mk4.011239.01.01   
H2A mk4.011360.00.01   
H2A mk4.011416.01.01   
H2A mk4.011499.00.01   
H2A mk4.011619.01.01   
H2A mk4.011929.03.01   
H2A mk4.012034.07.01   
H2A mk4.012112.00.01   
H2A mk4.012122.00.01   
H2A mk4.012497.00.01   
H2A mk4.012657.00.01   
H2A mk4.012803.01.01   
H2A mk4.012857.00.01   
H2A mk4.013070.01.01   
H2A mk4.013297.00.01   
H2A mk4.013376.00.01   
H2A mk4.013824.00.01   
H2A mk4.013851.07.01   
H2A mk4.013901.00.01   
H2A mk4.014132.00.01   
H2A mk4.014261.00.01   
H2A mk4.014794.00.01   
H2A mk4.014851.00.01   
H2A mk4.014899.00.01   
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Table 5.2 continued 
Histone 
Name 
MAKER ID or Genomic 
Location Duplicate Nucleotide Sequences 
H2A mk4.015024.00.01   
H2A mk4.015042.00.01   
H2A mk4.016020.00.01   
H2A mk4.016231.00.01   
H2A mk4.016263.01.01   
H2A mk4.016797.01.01 mk4.051622.01.01 
H2A mk4.016810.05.01   
H2A mk4.016918.01.01 mk4.018403.01.01 
H2A mk4.017079.00.01   
H2A mk4.017302.00.02   
H2A mk4.017365.01.01   
H2A mk4.017535.00.01   
H2A mk4.017677.02.01   
H2A mk4.018087.00.01   
H2A mk4.018219.01.01   
H2A mk4.018403.01.01   
H2A mk4.018669.01.01 mk4.011515.01.01 
H2A mk4.018714.00.01   
H2A mk4.018759.00.01   
H2A mk4.018961.00.01   
H2A mk4.019478.00.01   
H2A mk4.019624.00.01   
H2A mk4.019679.01.01   
H2A mk4.019733.00.01   
H2A mk4.019915.02.01   
H2A mk4.020443.00.01   
H2A mk4.020573.01.01   
H2A mk4.020659.03.01   
H2A mk4.020750.00.01   
H2A mk4.020889.01.01   
H2A mk4.020967.00.01   
H2A mk4.021210.00.01   
H2A mk4.021383.00.01   
H2A mk4.021421.01.01   
H2A mk4.021772.02.01   
H2A mk4.021972.02.01   
H2A mk4.022214.00.01   
H2A mk4.022413.00.01   
H2A mk4.023072.00.01   
H2A mk4.023376.00.01   
H2A mk4.024058.00.01   
H2A mk4.024106.01.01   
H2A mk4.024181.00.01   
H2A mk4.024306.01.01   
H2A mk4.024390.00.01   
H2A mk4.024448.00.01   
H2A mk4.024604.00.01   
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Table 5.2 continued 
Histone 
Name 
MAKER ID or Genomic 
Location Duplicate Nucleotide Sequences 
H2A mk4.024869.00.01   
H2A mk4.025746.01.01   
H2A mk4.026348.00.01   
H2A mk4.026528.01.01   
H2A mk4.027196.00.01   
H2A mk4.027685.00.01   
H2A mk4.027700.00.01   
H2A mk4.028562.01.01   
H2A mk4.028756.00.01   
H2A mk4.030165.00.01   
H2A mk4.030341.00.01   
H2A mk4.030583.00.01   
H2A mk4.030979.00.01   
H2A mk4.032105.00.01   
H2A mk4.032362.00.01   
H2A mk4.032859.00.01   
H2A mk4.032889.00.01   
H2A mk4.033241.00.01   
H2A mk4.035649.00.01   
H2A mk4.040346.00.01   
H2A mk4.041017.00.01   
H2A mk4.043068.01.01   
H2A mk4.043126.00.01   
H2A mk4.043795.00.01   
H2A mk4.049150.00.01   
H2A mk4.051622.01.01   
H2A.X mk4.045984.00.01 mk4.002385.04.01 
H2A.Z mk4.005139.02.01   
H2A.Z mk4.005676.02.01   
H2B mk4.000063.03.01   
H2B mk4.000124.04.01   
H2B mk4.000525.05.01   
H2B mk4.000572.09.01   
H2B mk4.000688.06.01   
H2B mk4.000688.07.01   
H2B mk4.000756.08.01   
H2B mk4.002212.01.01   
H2B mk4.006479.00.01   
H2B mk4.011360.01.01   
H2B mk4.012806.01.01   
H2B mk4.013070.00.01   
H2B mk4.014609.00.01   
H2B mk4.014939.01.01   
H2B mk4.015823.02.01   
H2B mk4.019784.02.01   
H2B mk4.021105.00.01   
H2B mk4.023146.01.01 mk4.005020.01.01 
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Table 5.2 continued 
Histone 
Name 
MAKER ID or Genomic 
Location Duplicate Nucleotide Sequences 
H2B v31.001736:20312..20722    
H2B mk4.045597.00.01 mk4.008285.00.01 
H3 mk4.000166.18.01   
H3 mk4.000192.00.01   
H3 mk4.000503.06.01   
H3 mk4.001251.06.01   
H3 mk4.001274.01.01   
H3 mk4.002039.00.01   
H3 mk4.002106.05.01   
H3 mk4.003160.00.01   
H3 mk4.006511.01.01   
H3 mk4.009200.01.01   
H3 mk4.009630.00.01   
H3 mk4.017017.00.01   
H3 mk4.018913.00.01   
H3.3 mk4.003583.00.01 mk4.001027.00.01 
H3.3 mk4.005509.00.01 mk4.002008.04.01,mk4.005767.02.01,mk4.003741.00.01,mk4.000688.08.01,mk4.000688.02.01 
H4 mk4.000809.00.01 mk4.003127.04.01,mk4.013216.00.01,mk4.017320.01.01 
H4 mk4.000858.05.01   
H4 mk4.001066.07.01 mk4.003127.04.01,mk4.013216.00.01,mk4.017320.01.01 
H4 mk4.001345.01.01   
H4 mk4.003066.03.01   
H4 mk4.003904.01.01   
H4 mk4.005158.02.01   
H4 mk4.006244.00.01   
H4 mk4.021260.01.01   
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Table 5.3: Comparative species histone gene numbers. Total number of histone 
sequences identified in the genomes of S. mediterranea, H. sapiens, D. 
melanogaster, and C. elegans with the use of Blast and custom scripts. 
 
  S. mediterranea H. sapiens D. melanogaster C. elegans 
H1 6 26 24 8 
H2A 249 116 26 19 
H2B 18 105 23 17 
H3 15 184 49 28 
H4 9 50 25 16 
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Table 5.4: Histone Clusters in Schmidtea mediterranea. Catalog of identifiable 
histone clusters with the genomic contig ID in which the cluster was found, the 
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Table 5.5: Antibodies tested in whole animals. 





H3K9K14-Ac Upstate 06-599 1:500 Yes 
H3K27-Me3 Upstate 07-449 1:100 No 
H3K4-Me3 Abcam ab8580 1:500 No 
H3K4-Me2 Upstate 07-030 1:100 Yes 
H3K9-Me3 Upstate 07-442 1:500 Yes 
H3S10-P Upstate 05-817 1:200 Yes 
H3.3S31-P Upstate 07-679 1:500 No 
H3 Upstate 06-755 1:500 Yes 
H4 Abcam ab10158 1:100 No 
H2A Upstate 07-146 1:100 No 
H2BK12-Ac Cell Siganling #2575 1:100 No 
H2B Abcam ab1790 1:100 No 
H1 Upstate 05-629 1:500 Yes 
5-Methylcytidine Eurogentec BI-MECY 1:500 Yes 
HDAC1 Upstate 06-720  1:100 Yes 
HDAC2 Upstate 05-814 1:100 Yes 
HDAC3 Upstate 05-813 1:100 Yes 
HP1 Abcam ab9057 1:100 No 
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Table 5.6: Visualization and analysis of H3K9K14-Ac in a mixed population of 
cells. Three experiments (#3, #8 and #11) resulted in 39 DAPI positive cells that 
were imaged and tracked by Cell ID (ex. 3.09, experiment #3 cell number 9). The 
pixels per cell for the fluorescence of the H3K9K14-Ac and DAPI signal were 
measured and recorded and a ratio of these two values was taken. Image of the 
actual cells that were used for measurements can be found in the figures 
indicated in the Figure ID column. 
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      Pixel 
 Figure ID 
Average Fluorescence 
(pixels/cell)  Ratio 
Cell ID 5.12 5.14 H3K9k14-Ac DAPI AC/DAPI 
3.09 D M 160.1 92.6 1.7 
8.03 M L 53.9 60.7 0.9 
3.11   34.7 108.4 0.3 
3.08 C K 34.6 108.6 0.3 
11.11   13.6 43.7 0.3 
11.08   17.6 62.2 0.3 
11.04   13 59.7 0.2 
8.06 J  14.8 69.2 0.2 
3.15   18.4 106.5 0.2 
8.12   16 95.9 0.2 
3.02 G J 17 105.7 0.2 
8.07   11.2 73.8 0.2 
8.04   11.8 82.5 0.1 
11.03   8.1 59.8 0.1 
3.04 I  13.4 111.4 0.1 
3.03 H I 11.7 98.2 0.1 
11.09   7 59 0.1 
8.05   11.1 95.8 0.1 
11.02   9 78.2 0.1 
11.1   8 74.9 0.1 
3.1   10.7 101.8 0.1 
11.12 L H 5.8 58.9 0.1 
11.17  C 4.9 50.2 0.1 
11.05   5.7 60.5 0.1 
8.09  F 8.2 88 0.1 
11.01  D 6 67.5 0.1 
8.11  G 8.9 102.1 0.1 
3.01 F  7 86.2 0.1 
8.08   5.3 66.4 0.1 
3.12 A  8.8 111.5 0.1 
11.14   4.6 58.7 0.1 
11.13 K E 4.9 63.9 0.1 
3.14   8.6 113.3 0.1 
3.06   5.9 84.6 0.1 
3.05   6.4 98 0.1 
3.13 B  5.5 87.2 0.1 
11.06  A 2.5 54.2 0 
3.07 E B 4.2 107.2 0 
8.01     2.3 71.6 0 
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Table 5.7: H3K9-Me3 and H3K27-Me3 in stem cells and differentiated cells. 
 Stem Cells Differentiated Cells 
H3K9-Me3 13% (31/233) 76% (158/208) 
H3K27-Me3 88% (244/278) 94% (171/182) 
 
Table 5.8: Classes and counts of epigenetic modifying enzyme genes in 
Schmidtea mediterranea. Counts of classes of enzymes found in the genome 
and the counts of the genes that were positively cloned and sequenced. 
Genes Found in Genome Cloned and Sequenced 
DNA De/Methylases 11 11 
Histone Phosphorylases 3 3 
Histone Acetyltransferases 26 25 
Histone Methyltransferases 24 23 
Histone Deacetylases 14 14 
Histone Demethylases 12 11 
Histone Deubiquinases 1 0 
Count 91 87 	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Table 5.9: Primers used to clone S. mediterranea histone modifying enzymes. 	  	  
Table 5.9 Continued 
 
Gene 
ID Gene Name Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
1 Smed-HDAC1-1 ATTGTCCTGTATTTGATGGG ACATTCTTACGGTTGTCACC 
2 Smed-DNMT1AP-1 TTCTTCATAACATATGGGGG CGTAAAATCCAACTGGAGAG 
3 Smed-DNMT2-1 TATTTGGTACGCCAAACTG GTACAAACTGATGTCGTTGC 
5 Smed-HDAC2-1 AGACTGCATGTTTTCGATTC GTCAGACTTAGACGACCGAG 
6 Smed-HDAC5-2 AATCTCCAATGACTGGTCC AGATGAGGCTGGTATTTTCC 
7 Smed-HDAC1-2 TAAAGATATTGGTGCTGGTG ATGCACAGCTTCATGTACTC 
8 Smed-HDAC5-1 GACGTTTAGCTATGGTTTGG CATTACTACTCGACCTTCGG 
9 Smed-Sin3-1 GATAATCGAGAGATTGCCAG ACAAAAAGTGTAGTGGACGC 
10 Smed-HDAC8-1 GCTAATTTGTCGAATGATCG GAGTCCAAACCTTAGCAGTG 
11 Smed-Sin3-2 ACACCAGGATTTGATTGAAG CTTTCCATTCGACATCTTTC 
12 Smed-HDAC3-1 ATATATCAACCGTTTCGAGC ACACCAAGTCTATCACAGCC 
13 Smed-SAP18-2 TTTATCATCTGCTGTTGTGG CTTCCACAAAATCTCCAATC 
14 Smed-SAP18-1 AATGAGTGATAAGAAGTCGG TGCATAAGATTAATCACCGC 
15 Smed-SAP180-1 AACTTCTGAGGTGATTGTGG AATTACTACCAACAGTTCCGAC 
16 Smed-HDAC6-1 ATTCTCAATCCCATGTTCAG GTACCGTTACCATGATGGAC 
18 Smed-HDAC1-3 TTAGTCTGTAGGTTTGCATCAC TATTTTTCTTTCCCAGCAGC 
19 Smed-RL7A TCCTAACAACAAAGCCAAAC TTAAGTCCCATAATTCCACC 
20 Smed-NHP2 CATGGCTCCAGAAAAATTAG GGTTGCGGTAGGTTAAGAAC 
21 Smed-SEBP2 ATTAGTTGCCAATAACGACG CTCTTTCACATAGGTTTCGG 
22 Smed-NH2PL1 ACCCCTTAGCTAAAAACGAG GCAGTGTGAATTCCTTGAAC 
23 Smed-RPS12 GACCGAAGAGAAAAGTGTTG AGTTTGTGCAGTTATTTGGG 
24 Smed-RPL30 ACCGAAGAAAAAGGTTAAGG TCCTGGATCAGTAATTGCC 
26 Smed-GCN5-1 TGTTGTTAATGCGATGAGAG CGTTTCATTATAAACTCGGC 
27 Smed-ELP3-1 GTCAGCCAGTGGAGTAATTC ATTTATCAGTGGGCAACAAC 
28 Smed-MYST1-1 GGACTCGTTTTTGTGTCATC GCTAATTTGCAACTCCTTTC 
29 Smed-NCOAT-2 GTGGCGTGAGTTATACAGTG TCAGACCTAATCCAATGAGC 
30 Smed-CBP-2 GTCAACAATAAAGCGGAAAC CAATCGACAGTCAATGTTTC 
31 Smed-TAF5-1 ATGTTAACTGGCATCGTACC CAATGAAAAGCGAAGAGAAC 
32 Smed-Ep300-1 AGAAGCCAATGCTAATGAAG CAACTGTTTGCATGTCTCAC 
33 Smed-YEATS4-1 ATGGTAGAACTCACGAGTGG CCATATCTTCCAAAAACGC 
34 Smed-GCN5-2 ATCTTTCAACGGGATATCAG CTGGCATATTGTAAACCTCG 
35 Smed-CBP-4 GAGAGATGGATTCTATTGCG AAAATACGGAAGCTCAGTTG 
36 Smed-CBP-1 TTATCCCACTGGAAAAGATG CCAATTCTACCCGCTGACATTAGGTTCGTCATCC 
37 Smed-CBP-3 ATACAGAACCATGGGACATC ACATCTGGCAATCCTCATAG 
38 Smed-NCOAT-1 GACATTTATTCAACGCAAGG AAAACTCCCCGTAATTTCTC 
39 Smed-MYST3-1 GCCTTCTTTGTAACAATTCG TGCTCAGCATTGAGTGTTAG 
40 Smed-MYST4-2 AGCTCATCCCACATGTTTAC GAATTCGACTTTTTGCTGTC 
41 Smed-MYST2-1 AATTGTTTTCAGAGAGTGCG CTAACCACAATAACGTCGTG 
42 Smed-Ep300-2 CTGGAGTTAATGGAAAAACG CTCAACATTTGTGCTTGTTG 
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Table 5.9 Continued 
 
Gene 
ID Gene Name Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
43 Smed-MYST4-1 TTCCACCTGGTAATGAAATC ACGTTAGGATTGATGAGGG 
44 Smed-HAT-1 TACACATCAGTTTTATGGCG CATGCCTTCAACAACATTC 
45 Smed-CBP-5 TGCCTACTCATACAATTCCC CAATCGACAGTCAATGTTTC 
46 Smed-CBP-6 AGATGTCAAAGGCAAGAATC TAGCCGAGTTTCTTCATCAG 
47 Smed-Ep300-3 GAATATGAGCAAAAACTGGC CCTTGGAAGTTTTCTTGTTG 
48 Smed-ELP2-1 ATCAGTTTACCGAGCATCAG ATTGGACCCTAACAACTGTG 
49 Smed-Tip60-1 ATCAGGACATCGTCACTAGG GGCCTTTGCTGTAGTAGATG 
50 Smed-MAK3-1 TGCTGAAACTGTGATTGAAG ATAGCCGTTTATCTCGAATG 
51 Smed-SUV42-1 GGATGAACGATTCAAGAGAC GTAATTGTACATTCCCCGAC 
52 Smed-SETB1-1 CAGTGTTGATAATGACGTGC TCTGTACATGTAATCCCACG 
53 Smed-CARM1-1 ACAGAAATGCGTAGAATTGG TGTAACTTTGCATGAAGTGC 
54 Smed-ANM1-2 TGGATACAAATGACATGACG TCACCTCTTTTAACAGGGAC 
55 Smed-ANM8-2 CCATGACGAAATGCTAAAAG TCCGGGTTTAACCTCTATTC 
56 Smed-NSD3-1 TTCTGGGGTAAGTCACAATC AGCAACTTCCACAGAAAATC 
57 Smed-NSD1-2 GGAGGAGAATTACTGTGCTG ACTCGGATTCAGTAGTGTCG 
58 Smed-NSD2-2 AGAAAAAGCAGCGAGTAAAC ATTTACCTCGACAGAACCAG 
59 Smed-SUV92-1 TTAGTGGTTGTCGATGTTTG TATCCGAGAATTCTGTCACC 
60 Smed-NSD2-1 GTAATAATGGCAAGGTCTCG AGTATCACCGTTGACTGACC 
61 Smed-SETD2-1 ATTCCCTTTAGCTCCAAAAC TTTCCCACAATGTTATCCTC 
62 Smed-TRR-1 CGGAATCGTTTGCTATTATC CACAAACACGGGATTTTATC 
63 Smed-NSD1-1 TTCTCAGGGATTTACCATTG GAAGTTCAGGAAATTTGTGC 
64 Smed-MLL3-1 ATTCCTGTGTTACTTGGTCG TGTGACGATCTCTCACACAC 
66 Smed-DOT1L-1 AAAACCAAGACAACTCCAAC GTTATGCGAAACTTCAGAGG 
67 Smed-ANM8-1 CGATGAAAACAATCTATCCG ACTGAATTGTCCGAGTGTTC 
68 Smed-SETD8-1 GATTTGTGGGCTAACTTACG CGTTAATATTTCAGCCAAGG 
69 Smed-SETD8-2 TCGTGGTGTTGAAAGTACAG CCCGATCTCCATAATCATAC 
70 Smed-ANMX-1 GCCCTGAAACAAGTTATACG AACCAATGATCTCTCCAATG 
71 Smed-ASH1L-1 ATCTAAACGAGAAGCAGCAG AAAATAAGCCTCCTTCCATC 
72 Smed-ANM1-1 ATTGAAGAATATGGAGCACG CTGAATGTTTCCTCCATTTG 
73 Smed-ASH2L-1 TTTGCTAGCATGTGTCAAAC CTGACATTAGGTTCGTCATCC 
74 Smed-SETB1-2 TCCGACTAAAGTTGAAAAGG ACGAATATCTACCTCGAACG 
75 Smed-JARID-3 TTACGTGTTTCGAATGTGAC TCGAGTAACTCCAGTGATCC 
77 Smed-LSD1-1 AATCAGCTAATCAAGCAAGC TGCAACATTTTCTACGTCTG 
78 Smed-JmjC-1 GCTATGAATTATGCCAGCTC TTACTGCAACAGTATCGTCG 
79 Smed-JARID-2 TCAATTTACTCCACGAGTCC AGATCCATTTTCACGAACAC 
80 Smed-JmjC-5 TTCCAATTCACTAAAGCCAC ATCCATTGATCCAGTTATGG 
81 Smed-JmjC-6 TGGGAATATTTTGTCTGTGG ATTTCACAGAGATCTGGTCG 
82 Smed-JmjC-2 CTTCCACACGATGATTTTTC TTATTTTCTCCTCGACATCC 
83 Smed-JmjC-4 ACCAGTTTATCGTCCAACAG TGGTTTCTTATTCTTCTCGG 
84 Smed-JmjC-7 ATTACGGATGTTACGACTGC CATAGGCCTTGAAATTCTTG 
85 Smed-SUV92-2 CGCTTGATTTCCAGTTTATC TCTTCGCCTGCTTTAATATC 
86 Smed-JmjC-4 ATTCTGAAATGCTCACACTG GAGTACATTGTGAAAGAACGC 
87 Smed-TAF1-1 TCAAGTGAATTTAAGGTGGC AAGCAAGGAGAAGAAGAAGG 
88 Smed-TAF1-1 TCAATATCGACTCATTTCCC CTTCCTCTTTTTATAGGGGG 
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Table 5.9 Continued 
 
Gene 
ID Gene Name Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
89 Smed-TAF1-2 CCATCATCGGATGTTAATTC TCTCACAAATTGAAACCCTC 
90 Smed-TAF1-3 CCTCTACGAATGTTACCGAC GTTTTCCCTTGCGTATTTC 
92 Smed-XPG-1 CACAGTACTGGCAGAGATATTG TCGTAGTATTCATTCTCGGG 
93 Smed-XPG-2 TCTCTCGAAATGACGGTTAC TGAGACTGATCGATTTCAGG 
94 Smed-FEN AGCAGAACAATGCTGTAGTG CAATAATCGCAACCGAGTAG 	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Schmidtea mediterranea is becoming a well-established model organism 
system for studying regeneration, tissue homeostasis, and adult stem cell 
biology. Many tools and techniques have been engineered, including 
bromodeoxyuridine incorporation, high-throughput in situ hybridization, dsRNA-
mediated gene perturbation, microarray mRNA expression analysis, and 
fluorescence activated cell sorting. In fact, many vital findings have been made 
over the years to define planaria as an excellent model system but little or no 
work had been done on the study of epigenetic regulation of adult stem cell 
(ASC) function. 
Before my thesis work, the only bioinformatic tool in use was a web 
accessible database of EST sequences and relevant homology and expression 
data, SmedDb (Sánchez Alvarado, 2002). This database was instrumental in the 
printing of our first microarray platform, and data obtained from experiments 
using this microarray were key in identifying markers for characterizing and 
studying the first planarian stem cell linage ever reported (Eisenhoffer et al., 
2008). Data mined from SmedDb were also used in the first large-scale RNAi 
screen performed in the entire Platyhelminth phyllum (Reddien et al., 2005).  
Prior to the genome assembly, I assisted every lab member in their search 
of genes of interest in the millions of shotgun sequence trace reads. With the 
genome assembly in place, I was fortunate to have assisted in the completion of 
the first release of MAKER, an easy-to-use annotation pipeline for genome 
sequence (Cantarel et al., 2008). My input resulted in the ability to directly load 
the output into the GMOD (http://gmod.org) genome browser, Gbrowse (Stein et 
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al., 2002). This contribution was not just significant for the planarian community, 
but also for many emerging model organism research communities with a 
sequenced genome that lacked the ability to create a tool to share the genome 
and annotations with the world. I also created our genome browser, SmedGD 
(Robb et al., 2007) which integrates the genomic information with MAKER 
annotations, ESTs, WISH expression patterns and RNAi phenotypes and is 
accessed by individuals across the globe. In addition, I have assisted my fellow 
lab members by creating tools for batch sequence retrieval, batch nucleotide 
translation and longest open reading frame finding, batch primer design and 
organization, batch gene finding, and batch parsing of BLAST results. 
I also contributed to the field of epigenetics in planarian. My work yielded a 
collection of optimized protocols for the examination of chromatin states, a 
catalog of almost 90 genes of epigenetic modifying enzymes with expression 
patterns and RNAi phenotypes, and a characterization of modifications in 
different cell populations.  
There are many well-studied histone posttranslational modifications. 
These modifications typically correspond to a specific cellular event, such as 
double stranded DNA breaks, transcription and stages of the cell cycle. They are 
dynamic and possess a predictable nature. The use of antibodies against these 
modifications may be an informative method for separating the mixed staged 
cycling stem cell population. H3K9K14-Ac levels compared to DNA content may 
be a sliding scale indicator to the phase of the cell cycle (Figure 5.14). H4K20-Me 
could be used as a signal of the entrance into S phase, H3P marking the G2 to M 
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transition, and an increase in H3K9-Me3 corresponding to DNA condensation of 
the M phase. 
 I also closely investigated six genes of enzymes in three different classes 
of epigenetic modification: histone deacetylation  (Smed-HDAC1-1), histone 
methylation (Smed-SETD8-1) and putative DNA demethylation (Smed-RL7A, 
Smed-NHP2L1, Smed-RPS12, and Smed-RPL30). The disruption of the function 
of these six genes affected the progression of the stem cell lineage in different 
ways. Smed-HDAC1-1(RNAi) animals have stem cells that are likely unable to 
progress into the M phase. Smed-SETD8-1(RNAi) animals are possibly unable to 
enter S phase. The four L7Ae family members differentially affect the stem cell 
lineage. Smed-RPL30(RNAi) animals seem to be defective in stem cell 
maintenance. Smed-RL7A is likely involved in the stem cell selection of 
differentiation lineage pathway. Abrogation of Smed-RPS12 results in an excess 
of mitotic figures, which could be due to the over proliferation of the stem cells 
and an inability to differentiate. Smed-NHP2L1 may be playing an important role 
in the translation of mRNAs in stem cells and the resulting postmitotic early 
progeny or some other basic function of these two cell types, but not in the late 
progeny. 
Further analysis is required to understand the mechanics of the changes 
to the stem cell lineage in each of these genes, including FACS, whole-mount 
immunohistochemsitry, immunocytochemistry, cell death assays, incorporation of 
halogenated thymidine analogs, global gene expression patterns either by deep 
sequencing or microarrays, and real time quantitative PCR.  
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Adult stem cells are an understudied population of cells and S. 
mediterranea is an ideal model that makes the investigation of ASC much more 
amenable. This is mainly due to the abundance and experimental accessibility of 
ASCs in this organism. This is especially true in the study of epigenetics of 
ASCs, as is attested by the variety of roles epigenetic modifying enzymes seem 
to have in stem cell function. With many methodologies needed for studying 
chromatin state in place, such as, but not limited to ChIP, and the ability to 
measure the changes of modifications in individual cells, and the bioinformatic 
tools I help generate, great strides can now be made in the field of ASC 
epigenetics in planaria. Large-scale studies such as ChIP-Seq could be used to 
discover genes differentially modified in ASC and their progeny. Whole genome 
tiling arrays using chromatin immunoprecipitated DNA is an excellent technique 
for the identification of regulatory regions of genes that are essential for stem cell 
maintenance, self-renewal and differentiation. There are many proteomic 
approaches that can be used to better characterize epigenetics in ASC as well. 
Mass spectrometry analysis of histone proteins from ASCs and other cell types 
could yield novel histone posttranslational modifications or combinations of 
modifications that are unique to ASCs. 
In conclusion this body of work has encompassed many disciplines and 
has significantly contributed to the advancement of planarian research. Tools 
have been created such that high-throughput, large scale biological 
experimentation can be implemented (Orendt et al., 2006; Robb et al., 2007; 
Cantarel et al., 2008). It has been demonstrated that histone posttranslational 
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modification levels may be used to differentiate between cell types and in staging 
stem cells in the cell cycle (Figure 5.14 and 5.15). Histone modifying enzymes 
are not ubiquitously expressed (Figure 5.16), though genes such as HDAC1 are 
ubiquitously expressed in other organisms such as humans, mouse and C. 
elegans (Dufourcq et al., 2002; Verdin et al., 2003; Dovey et al., 2010). Gene 
perturbations can be administered in the adult planarian, which are animals that 
as adults have ASCs, regulate cell numbers and possess mechanisms for tissue 
homeostasis. In many other experimental organisms cell number regulation and 
tissue turn-over only occurs during developmental stages and many of these 
genes cause embryonic lethality when eliminated. In the future, planarians will 
incontestably have a major impact on novel findings in the biology of epigenetics 
in ASCs. 
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use vars qw($opt_p $opt_b $opt_e $opt_m $opt_n); 
getopts('p:b:e:m:n:'); 
my $PERCENT = $opt_p ? $opt_p : 0; 
my $BITS    = $opt_b ? $opt_b : 0; 
my $EXPECT  = $opt_e ? $opt_e : 1e30; 
my $START   = $opt_m ? $opt_m : 0; 
my $END     = $opt_n ? $opt_n : 1e30; 
 
my ( $Query, $Sbjct ); 
my $HSP = ""; 
while (<>) { 
    if (/^Query=\s+(\S+)/) { outputHSP(); $Query = $1 } 
    ## original line 
    #elsif (/^>(\S+)/)         {outputHSP(); $Sbjct = $1} 
    ##modifed by Sofia M.C. Robb to include description 
    elsif (/^>(\S+ .+)/) { outputHSP(); $Sbjct = $1 } 
    elsif (/^ Score = /) { 
        outputHSP(); 
        my @stat = ($_); 
        while (<>) { 
            last unless /\S/; 
            push @stat, $_; 
        } 
        my $stats = join( "", @stat ); 
        my ($bits)   = $stats =~ /(\d\S+) bits/; 
        my ($expect) = $stats =~ /Expect\S* = ([\d\.\+\-e]+)/; 
        $expect = "1$expect" if $expect =~ /^e/; 
        my ( $match, $total, $percent ) = 
          $stats =~ /Identities = (\d+)\/(\d+) \((\d+)%\)/; 
        my $mismatch = $total - $match; 
 
        $HSP = { 
            bits     => $bits, 
            expect   => $expect, 
            mismatch => $mismatch, 
            percent  => $percent, 
            q_begin  => 0, 
            q_end    => 0, 
            q_align  => 0, 
            s_begin  => 0, 
            s_end    => 0, 
            s_align  => "" 
        }; 
    } 
    elsif (/^Query:\s+(\d+)\s+(\S+)\s+(\d+)/) { 
        $HSP->{q_begin} = $1 unless $HSP->{q_begin}; 
        $HSP->{q_end} = $3; 
        $HSP->{q_align} .= $2; 
    } 
    elsif (/^Sbjct:\s+(\d+)\s+(\S+)\s+(\d+)/) { 
        $HSP->{s_begin} = $1 unless $HSP->{s_begin}; 
        $HSP->{s_end} = $3; 
        $HSP->{s_align} .= $2; 
    } 




sub outputHSP { 
    return unless $HSP; 
    return if $HSP->{percent} < $PERCENT; 
    return if $HSP->{bits} < $BITS; 
    return if $HSP->{expect} > $EXPECT; 
    return if ( $HSP->{q_begin} < $START or $HSP->{q_end} < $START ); 
    return if ( $HSP->{q_begin} > $END or $HSP->{q_end} > $END ); 
    foreach my $field ( 
        'percent', 'q_align', 'mismatch', 's_align', 'q_begin', 'q_end', 
        's_begin', 's_end',   'expect',   'bits' 
      ) 
    { 
        print "$field not defined\n" if not defined $HSP->{$field}; 
    } 
    print join( "\t", 
        $Query, 
        $Sbjct, 
        $HSP->{percent}, 
        length( $HSP->{q_align} ), 
        $HSP->{mismatch}, 
        countGaps( $HSP->{q_align} ) + countGaps( $HSP->{s_align} ), 
        $HSP->{q_begin}, 
        $HSP->{q_end}, 
        $HSP->{s_begin}, 
        $HSP->{s_end}, 
        $HSP->{expect}, 
        $HSP->{bits} ), 
      "\n"; 
    $HSP = ""; 
} 
 
sub countGaps { 
    my ($string) = @_; 
    my $count = 0; 
    while ( $string =~ /\-+/g ) { $count++ } 





parseBlastTable_topHit.pl: parses the output of blast2table_deac.pl. Takes a e-
value cut off and returns a reformatted list of all the top hits that are better than 





my $infile = $ARGV[0]; 
open INFILE, "$infile"; 
my %hash; 
my $evalue_cutoff = $ARGV[1] ? $ARGV[1] : 1; 
 
while ( my $line = <INFILE> ) { 
    chomp $line; 
    my @line   = split /\t/, $line; 
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    my $id     = $line[0]; 
    my $hit    = $line[1]; 
    my $evalue = $line[10]; 
    if ( !defined( $hash{$id} ) ) { 
        $hash{$id}{hit}    = $hit; 
        $hash{$id}{evalue} = $evalue; 
 
    } 
    elsif ( $hash{$id}{evalue} > $evalue ) { 
        $hash{$id}{hit}    = $hit; 
        $hash{$id}{evalue} = $evalue; 




foreach my $id ( keys %hash ) { 
    my $hit    = $hash{$id}{hit}; 
    my $evalue = $hash{$id}{evalue}; 
    print "$id\t$hit\t$evalue\n" if $evalue <= $evalue_cutoff; 
} 
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parseBlast_redundantSearch.pl: identifies non-self named matches in a blast of a 




#Parsing Blast reports 
 
#Parse an existing Blast report from file: 
use Bio::SearchIO; 
 
$inBlast = $ARGV[0]; 
$outFile = "$inBlast.summary.redundantSearch.out"; 
open OUTFILE, ">$outFile"; 
 
my $io = new Bio::SearchIO( 
    -format => 'blast', 
    -file   => $inBlast 
); 
my $hash; 
my $allCopies = ""; 
while ( my $result = $io->next_result() ) { 
    my $q_ID     = $result->query_name(); 
    my @temp     = split /\|/, $q_ID; 
    my $uniqueID = pop @temp; 
    my $copies   = ""; 
    while ( my $hit = $result->next_hit ) { 
 
        # process the Bio::Search::Hit::HitI object 
        while ( my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp ) { 
 
            # process the Bio::Search::HSP::HSPI object 
            my $hsp_identity = $hsp->frac_identical; 
            my $hit_name     = $hit->name; 
            my $queryLen     = $result->query_length(); 
            my $hitLen       = $hit->length(); 
            if ( $hsp_identity == 1 ) { 
                if ( $hit_name ne $uniqueID ) { 
                    if ( $queryLen <= $hitLen ) 
                    {    ## if query length is > or = hit lenght keep query 
                            #if not already in copy list add id 
                        if ( $allCopies !~ /$uniqueID/ ) { 
                            $hash{$uniqueID} .= $hit_name . "," 
                              if $allCopies !~ /$hit_name/; 
                            $allCopies .= 
                              $hit_name . ",";    # if $copies !~ /$hit_name/ ; 
                        } 
                    } 
                    else {    #delete it if shorter hit is already a key 
                        if ( defined $hash{$hit_name} 
                            and length $hash{$hit_name} > 1 ) 
                        { 
                            $hash{$uniqueID} .= $hash{$hit_name}; 
                            delete $hash{$hit_name}; 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
                elsif ( !defined $hash{$uniqueID} ) { 
                    $hash{$uniqueID} = ''; 
                } 
            } 
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        } 
    } 
} 
foreach my $ID ( sort keys %hash ) { 
 
    my $copies = $hash{$ID} ? $hash{$ID} : ''; 
    if ($copies) { 
        $copies =~ s/$ID,?//; 
        my @copies = split /,/, $copies; 
        foreach my $copy (@copies) { 
            delete $hash{$copy}; 
        } 
    } 
} 
foreach my $ID ( sort keys %hash ) { 
    $hash{$ID} =~ s/$ID,?//; 
    $hash{$ID} =~ s/,$//; 
    print "$ID\t$hash{$ID}\n"; 
    print OUTFILE "$ID\n"; 
} 
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printImageJMacro.pl: creates ImageJ macro files for a directory of directories of 
directories. Each top directory can contain many sub-directories. Each sub-
directory is a for an individual snap shot and contains two directories one 
containing a DAPI image file and one containing a Texas Red image file. The 






my $headDir = shift; 
$headDir =~ s/\/$//; 
my @sub_dirs = `ls -d  $headDir/*/`; 
 
foreach my $dir (@sub_dirs) { 
    chomp $dir; 
    $dir =~ s/\/$//; 
    next 
      unless -e "$dir/DAPI - n000000.tif" 
          and -e "$dir/Texas Red - n000000.tif" 
    ;    #next dir unless these two files exist 
 
    print ' 
DAPI = 0; 
TEXAS = 0; 
MASK=0; 
open("', $dir, '/DAPI - n000000.tif"); 
run("8-bit"); 
setThreshold(14, 255); 
run("Analyze Particles...", "size=10-1000 circularity=0.00-1.00 show=Masks 
display exclude clear include summarize record"); 
run("Invert"); 
title=getTitle(); 
if (title == "Mask of DAPI - n000000.tif"){ 
        DAPI = 1; 
} 
open("', $dir, '/Texas Red - n000000.tif"); 
run("8-bit"); 
setThreshold(14, 255); 
run("Analyze Particles...", "size=10-1000 circularity=0.00-1.00 show=Masks 
display exclude clear include summarize record"); 
run("Invert"); 
title=getTitle(); 
if (title == "Mask of Texas Red - n000000.tif"){ 
      TEXAS = 1; 
} 
if (DAPI){ 
    if (TEXAS){ 
        imageCalculator("Add create", "Mask of DAPI - n000000.tif","Mask of 
Texas Red - n000000.tif"); 
        //run("Image Calculator...", "image1=[Mask of DAPI - n000000.tif] 
operation=Add image2=[Mask of Texas Red - n000000.tif] create"); 
        setThreshold(0, 254); 
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        run("Analyze Particles...", "size=10-1000 circularity=0.00-1.00 
show=Masks display exclude clear include summarize record"); 
        title=getTitle(); 
        if (title == "Mask of Result of Mask"){ 
            MASK = 1; 
        } 
        selectWindow("Mask of DAPI - n000000.tif"); 
        close(); 
        selectWindow("Mask of Texas Red - n000000.tif"); 
        close(); 
    } 
} 
if (MASK){ 
 selectWindow("Mask of Result of Mask"); 
 saveAs("Tiff", "', $dir, 'Mask of Result of Mask.tif"); 
 close(); 
} 
run("RGB Merge...", "red=[Texas Red - n000000.tif] green=*None* blue=[DAPI - 
n000000.tif] keep"); 
selectWindow("RGB"); 
saveAs("Tiff", "', $dir, '_mergeRGB.tif"); 
while (nImages>0) {  
          selectImage(nImages);  
          close();  
      }  
selectWindow("Summary"); 
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convertImageJSummary2tab.pl: converts a directory of ImageJ summary output 





my $dir = shift; 
 
$dir =~ s/\/$//; 
 
my @files = <$dir/*_Summary.txt>; 
my %cells; 
foreach my $file (@files) { 
    if ( $file =~ /$dir\/(.+)_Summary\.txt/ ) { 
        my $fileName = $1; 
        my ( $dapiCount, $positiveCount ) = ( 0, 0 ); 
        open INFILE, $file; 
        while ( my $line = <INFILE> ) { 
 
            chomp $line; 
            if ( $line =~ /DAPI/ ) { 
                my @fields = split "\t", $line; 
                $dapiCount = $fields[1]; 
            } 
            if ( $line =~ /Result of Mask/ ) { 
                my @fields = split "\t", $line; 
                $positiveCount = $fields[1]; 
            } 
        } 
        my $percentPositive = 
          $positiveCount > 0 ? $positiveCount / $dapiCount : 0; 
        print "$fileName\t$dapiCount\t$positiveCount\t$percentPositive\n"; 
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parseBlast_simple.pl: parses blastn, blastp, blastx, tblastn, tblastx text output 
files. This script takes the following options: -f blast output file, -e e-value cutoff –
c the count of hit summaries wanted for each result.  
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
 
#Parsing Blast reports 
 




%options = (); 
my $optString = 'h:e:f:c:'; 
 
sub init() { 
    getopts( $optString, \%options ) or usage(); 
 
    # like the shell getopt, "d:" means d takes an argument 
 
    if ( defined $options{h} ) { 
        usage(); 
    } 
 
    if ( defined $options{f} ) { 
        print "-f $options{f}\n"; 
    } 
    else { 
        usage(); 
    } 
    print "Unprocessed by Getopt::Std:\n" if $ARGV[0]; 
} 
 
sub usage() { 
    print STDERR <<EOF; 
This program does ... 
usage: $0 [-h] [-e e-value] [-f file] 
 
 -h : this (help) message 
 -e : the cutoff e-value (default is 1) 
 -c : the number of hits you want (default is 1) 
 -f file : blast output file 
 
 example: $0 -e 1e-5 -c 5 -f blastOut 
EOF 





my ( $evalue, $inBlast, $userHitCount ); 
 
if ( defined $options{e} ) { 
    $evalue = $options{e}; 
} 
else { 
    $evalue = 1; 
} 
print "-e $evalue\n"; 
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if ( defined $options{c} ) { 
    $userHitCount = $options{c}; 
} 
else { 
    $userHitCount = 1; 
} 
print "-c $userHitCount\n"; 
$inBlast = $options{f}; 
$outFile = "$inBlast.parsed.out"; 
open OUTFILE, ">$outFile"; 
 
my $io = new Bio::SearchIO( 
    -format => 'blast', 








while ( my $result = $io->next_result() ) { 
    my $count = 0; 
    while ( my $hit = $result->next_hit ) { 
        my $hit_signif = $hit->significance; 
        if ( $hit_signif <= $evalue ) { 
            my $hit_name    = $hit->name; 
            my $hit_desc    = $hit->description; 
            my $id          = $result->query_name(); 
            my $queryDesc   = $result->query_description(); 
            my $querylength = $result->query_length; 
            my $hitlength   = $hit->length; 
 
            #my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp; 
            while ( my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp ) { 
 
                #last if $hsp->evalue >  $evalue; 
                my $identity        = $hsp->frac_identical(); 
                my $numberConserved = $hsp->num_conserved; 
                my $similarity      = $hsp->frac_conserved; 
                my $frame           = $hsp->query->frame; 
                my $hstart          = $hsp->start('hit'); 
                my $hstop           = $hsp->end('hit'); 
                my $strand          = $hsp->strand('query'); 
                $strand = $strand > 0 ? '+' : '-'; 
                $frame++; 
                $frame = $strand . $frame; 
                print OUTFILE 
"$id\t$queryDesc\t$querylength\t$hit_name\t$hit_desc\t$hitlength\t$hit_signif\t
$identity\t$similarity\n"; 
                last    #if only want hsp 
            }    #end HSP loop 
            $count++; 
            last if $count == $userHitCount; 
 
            #$userHitCount=0 if you want just the top hit 
        } 
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parseBlast_hsp.pl: parses blastx output files, specifically of amino acid 
sequences blasted against S. med genome assembly v31. It takes all the 
genome aligned sequence from multiple protein blasts and combines the 
nucleotide sequence to make the longest assembly from one genomic contig. 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
 
#Parsing Blast reports 
 






my %options   = (); 
my $optString = 'h:e:f:t:'; 
 
sub init() { 
    getopts( $optString, \%options ) or usage(); 
 
    # like the shell getopt, "d:" means d takes an argument 
 
    if ( defined $options{h} ) { 
        usage(); 
    } 
 
    if ( defined $options{f} ) { 
        print "-f $options{f}\n"; 
    } 
    else { 
        usage(); 
    } 
    print "Unprocessed by Getopt::Std:\n" if $ARGV[0]; 
} 
 
sub usage() { 
    print STDERR <<EOF; 
This program does ... 
usage: $0 [-h] [-e e-value] [-t 0|1] [-f file] 
 
 -h : this (help) message 
 -e : the cutoff e-value (default is 1) 
 -t : blast output type is standard(1)  or m8(0) (default is 1) 
 -f file : blast output file 
 
 example: $0 -e 1e-5 -f blastOut 
 example: $0 -e 1e-5 -t 1 -f blastOut 
 example: $0 -e 1e-5 -t 0 -f blastOut 
EOF 





my ( $evalue, $inBlast, $type ); 
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if ( defined $options{e} ) { 
    $evalue = $options{e}; 
} 
else { 
    $evalue = 1; 
} 
print "-e $evalue\n"; 
 
if ( defined $options{t} ) { 
    $type = $options{t}; 
 
    #if $type is 1 then it will be blast 
    #else it will be blasttable 
    $type = $type ? 'blast' : 'blasttable'; 
} 
else { 
    $type = 'blast'; 
} 
print "-t $type\n"; 
 
$inBlast = $options{f}; 
my $outFile = "$inBlast.parsed.out"; 
open OUTFILE, ">$outFile"; 
 
my $io = new Bio::SearchIO( 
    -format => $type, 





while ( my $result = $io->next_result() ) { 
    while ( my $hit = $result->next_hit ) { 
        my $hit_signif = $hit->significance; 
        if ( $hit_signif <= $evalue ) { 
            my @seq_ranges; 
            my $hit_name    = $hit->name; 
            my $hit_desc    = $hit->description; 
            my $id          = $result->query_name(); 
            my $queryDesc   = $result->query_description(); 
            my $hitDesc     = $hit->description(); 
            my $querylength = $result->query_length; 
            my $hitlength   = $hit->length; 
            while ( my $hsp = $hit->next_hsp ) { 
                my $hsp_evalue = $hsp->evalue; 
                my ( $start, $stop ) = $hsp->range('hit'); 
                my $fasta = 
`fastacmd -d /common/data/smed_assembly_v31.nt -s $hit_name -L  $start,$stop`; 
                my @fasta = split /\n/, $fasta; 
                shift @fasta; 
                my $seq = join '', @fasta; 
                $seqs{$hit_name}{ $start . ".." . $stop } = $seq; 
            }    #end hsp while loop 
        }    #end hit while loop 
    } 
} 
 
foreach my $id ( sort keys %seqs ) { 
    my @sequence; 
    foreach 
      my $range ( sort { ( split /\.\./, $a )[0] <=> ( split /\.\./, $b )[0] } 
        keys %{ $seqs{$id} } ) 
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    { 
        my $seq = $seqs{$id}{$range}; 
        my @seq = split //, $seq; 
        my ( $start, $stop ) = split /\.\./, $range; 
        my $length = scalar @seq; 
        my $i      = $start; 
        foreach my $bp (@seq) { 
            $sequence[$i] = $bp; 
            $i++; 
        } 
    } 
    my $sequence; 
    my $i = 0; 
    my $ranges; 
    my $last;    #0th element will always be undef,cause seqs start with 1. 
    foreach my $bp (@sequence) { 
        if ($bp) { 
            $sequence .= $bp if $bp; 
        } 
        if ( !$last and $bp ) { 
            $ranges .= $i . ".."; 
        } 
        elsif ( $last and !$bp ) { 
            $ranges   .= ( $i - 1 ) . ","; 
            $sequence .= "NNN"; 
        } 
        elsif ( $bp and $i + 1 == scalar @sequence ) { 
            $ranges .= $i; 
        } 
        $last = $bp; 
        $i++; 
    } 
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dna2orfFasta.pl: produces a fasta file with the 6 frame translation of any number 








#this first section will translate each fasta entry into 6 reading 
#frames. The translated seq will be printed to a file called 
#$file.6frameTranslation.fasta 
# 




#first get file from command prompt 
my $ORIGINAL_file = shift @ARGV; 
my $file; 
 
if ( $ORIGINAL_file =~ /\/common\/data\/(.+)/ ) { 
    $file = $1; 
    print "$file\n"; 
} 
else { 
    $file = $ORIGINAL_file; 
} 
 
my $minORFLen = 90;    #nucleotide numbering 
open OUTFASTA, ">$file.ORF.fasta"; 
 
my $outfile = "$file.6frameTranslation.fasta"; 
open TRANSLATION, ">$outfile"; 
 
#input file will be a fasta file of nucleotides 
my $in = Bio::SeqIO->new( -file => $ORIGINAL_file, '-format' => 'Fasta' ); 
 
#loop thru each sequence in fasta file 
while ( my $seq = $in->next_seq() ) { 
    my $id        = $seq->id; 
    my $seqLength = length( $seq->seq ); 
    my ( $description, $translation ); 
    my @frames = ( 0, 1, 2 ); 
 
    foreach my $frame (@frames) { 
        $translation = $seq->translate( undef, undef, $frame )->seq; 
 
        #save new description 
        $description = "Frame +" . ( $frame + 1 ); 
 
        #writting to the output file 
        print TRANSLATION 
          ">$id $description totalBP=$seqLength\n$translation\n"; 
 
        $translation = $seq->revcom->translate( undef, undef, $frame )->seq; 
 
        #save new description 
        $description = "Frame -" . ( $frame + 1 ); 
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        #writting to the output file 
        print TRANSLATION 
          ">$id $description totalBP=$seqLength\n$translation\n"; 
 





#The second part of this program will open the file with the 6 frame 
translations 





my $protein_in = Bio::SeqIO->new( -file => "$outfile", '-format' => 'Fasta' ); 
 




#loop thru each protein in this fasta 
while ( my $seq = $protein_in->next_seq() ) { 
 
    #get the id 
    $seqID = $seq->id; 
 
    #get frame and total sequence length 
    my ( $frame, $seqLen ); 
    my $description = $seq->description; 
    if ( $description =~ /Frame ([+|-]\d) totalBP=(\d+)/ ) { 
        $frame  = $1; 
        $seqLen = $2; 
    } 
 
    #get the sequence 
    my $protein = $seq->seq; 
 
    while ( $protein =~ /\*?([\w]+\*?)/g ) { 
        my $orf    = $1; 
        my $orfLen = length($1); 
        if ( $orfLen >= ( $minORFLen / 3 ) ) { 
 
            #pos returns end of m// 
            my $orfStart = ( pos($protein) - $orfLen ); 
 
            #convert computer postion to biologically sig postion 
            $orfStart = $orfStart + 1; 
 
            my ( $bp_start, $bp_stop ) = 
              aa2bp( $orfStart, $orfLen, $frame, $seqLen ); 
 
            print OUTFASTA 
              ">$seqID(ORF:$bp_start..$bp_stop) Frame $frame\n$orf\n"; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
sub aa2bp { 
    my ( $ORFstart, $ORFlen, $frame, $seqLen ) = @_; 
    my $ORFstop = $ORFstart + $ORFlen - 1; 
    my ( $bp_start, $bp_stop ); 
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    my $aaX3_start = $ORFstart * 3; 
    my $aaX3_stop  = $ORFstop * 3; 
 
    if ( $frame eq "+1" ) { 
        $bp_start = $aaX3_start - 2; 
        $bp_stop  = $aaX3_stop + 0; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "+2" ) { 
        $bp_start = $aaX3_start - 1; 
        $bp_stop  = $aaX3_stop + 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "+3" ) { 
        $bp_start = $aaX3_start + 0; 
        $bp_stop  = $aaX3_stop + 2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "-1" ) { 
        $bp_stop  = $seqLen - $aaX3_start + 3; 
        $bp_start = $seqLen - $aaX3_stop + 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "-2" ) { 
        $bp_stop  = $seqLen - $aaX3_start + 2; 
        $bp_start = $seqLen - $aaX3_stop + 0; 
    } 
    else { 
        $bp_stop  = $seqLen - $aaX3_start + 1; 
        $bp_start = $seqLen - $aaX3_stop - 1; 
    } 
 
    if ( $bp_stop <= 0 ) { 
        $bp_stop = 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $bp_start == 0 ) { 
        $bp_start = 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $bp_stop > $seqLen ) { 
        $bp_stop = $seqLen; 
    } 
    elsif ( $bp_start > $seqLen ) { 
        $bp_start = $seqLen; 
    } 
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dna2longest_orfFasta.pl: takes a multi sequence nucleotide fasta and returns the 
longest open reading frame amino acid fasta. The longest ORF is defined as the 









#this first section will translate each fasta entry into 6 reading 
#frames. The translated seq will be printed to a file called 
#$file.6frameTranslation.fasta 
# 




#first get file from command prompt 
my $ORIGINAL_file = shift @ARGV; 
my $file; 
 
if ( $ORIGINAL_file =~ /\/common\/data\/(.+)/ ) { 
    $file = $1; 
    print "$file\n"; 
} 
else { 
    $file = $ORIGINAL_file; 
} 
 
my $minORFLen = 90;    #nucleotide numbering 
open OUTFASTA, ">$file.ORF.fasta"; 
 
my $outfile = "$file.6frameTranslation.fasta"; 
open TRANSLATION, ">$outfile"; 
 
#input file will be a fasta file of nucleotides 
my $in = Bio::SeqIO->new( -file => $ORIGINAL_file, '-format' => 'Fasta' ); 
 
#loop thru each sequence in fasta file 
while ( my $seq = $in->next_seq() ) { 
    my $id        = $seq->id; 
    my $seqLength = length( $seq->seq ); 
    my ( $description, $translation ); 
    my @frames = ( 0, 1, 2 ); 
 
    foreach my $frame (@frames) { 
        $translation = $seq->translate( undef, undef, $frame )->seq; 
 
        #save new description 
        $description = "Frame +" . ( $frame + 1 ); 
 
        #writting to the output file 
        print TRANSLATION 
          ">$id $description totalBP=$seqLength\n$translation\n"; 
 
        $translation = $seq->revcom->translate( undef, undef, $frame )->seq; 
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        #save new description 
        $description = "Frame -" . ( $frame + 1 ); 
 
        #writting to the output file 
        print TRANSLATION 
          ">$id $description totalBP=$seqLength\n$translation\n"; 
 






#The second part of this program will open the file with the 6 frame 
translations 





my $protein_in = Bio::SeqIO->new( -file => "$outfile", '-format' => 'Fasta' ); 
 





#loop thru each protein in this fasta 
 
while ( my $seq = $protein_in->next_seq() ) { 
 
    #get the id 
    $seqID = $seq->id; 
 
    #get frame and total sequence length 
    my ( $frame, $seqLen ); 
    my $description = $seq->description; 
    if ( $description =~ /Frame ([+|-]\d) totalBP=(\d+)/ ) { 
        $frame  = $1; 
        $seqLen = $2; 
    } 
 
    #get the sequence 
    my $protein = $seq->seq; 
 
    while ( $protein =~ /\*?([\w]+\*?)/g ) { 
        my $orf    = $1; 
        my $orfLen = length($1); 
        if ( $orfLen >= ( $minORFLen / 3 ) ) { 
 
            #pos returns end of m// 
            my $orfStart = ( pos($protein) - $orfLen ); 
 
            #convert computer postion to biologically sig postion 
            $orfStart = $orfStart + 1; 
 
            my ( $bp_start, $bp_stop ) = 
              aa2bp( $orfStart, $orfLen, $frame, $seqLen ); 
 
            if ( !defined $longestFrame{$seqID} ) { 
                $longestFrame{$seqID} = { 
                    'frame'    => $frame, 
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                    'seq'      => $orf, 
                    'length'   => $orfLen, 
                    'bp_start' => $bp_start, 
                    'bp_stop'  => $bp_stop, 
                    'seqLen'   => $seqLen, 
                }; 
            } 
            else { 
                if ( $longestFrame{$seqID}{length} < $orfLen ) { 
                    $longestFrame{$seqID} = { 
                        'frame'    => $frame, 
                        'seq'      => $orf, 
                        'length'   => $orfLen, 
                        'bp_start' => $bp_start, 
                        'bp_stop'  => $bp_stop, 
                        'seqLen'   => $seqLen, 
                    }; 
                } 
            } 
 
        #print OUTFASTA ">$seqID(ORF:$bp_start..$bp_stop) Frame 
$frame\n$orf\n"; 
        } 




foreach my $seqID ( keys %longestFrame ) { 
    my $bp_start = $longestFrame{$seqID}{bp_start}; 
    my $bp_stop  = $longestFrame{$seqID}{bp_stop}; 
    my $seqLen   = $longestFrame{$seqID}{seqLen}; 
    my $orfLen   = $longestFrame{$seqID}{length} * 3; 
 
    print OUTFASTA 





sub aa2bp { 
    my ( $ORFstart, $ORFlen, $frame, $seqLen ) = @_; 
    my $ORFstop = $ORFstart + $ORFlen - 1; 
    my ( $bp_start, $bp_stop ); 
    my $aaX3_start = $ORFstart * 3; 
    my $aaX3_stop  = $ORFstop * 3; 
 
    if ( $frame eq "+1" ) { 
        $bp_start = $aaX3_start - 2; 
        $bp_stop  = $aaX3_stop + 0; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "+2" ) { 
        $bp_start = $aaX3_start - 1; 
        $bp_stop  = $aaX3_stop + 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "+3" ) { 
        $bp_start = $aaX3_start + 0; 
        $bp_stop  = $aaX3_stop + 2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "-1" ) { 
        $bp_stop  = $seqLen - $aaX3_start + 3; 
        $bp_start = $seqLen - $aaX3_stop + 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $frame eq "-2" ) { 
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        $bp_stop  = $seqLen - $aaX3_start + 2; 
        $bp_start = $seqLen - $aaX3_stop + 0; 
    } 
    else { 
        $bp_stop  = $seqLen - $aaX3_start + 1; 
        $bp_start = $seqLen - $aaX3_stop - 1; 
    } 
 
    if ( $bp_stop <= 0 ) { 
        $bp_stop = 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $bp_start == 0 ) { 
        $bp_start = 1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $bp_stop > $seqLen ) { 
        $bp_stop = $seqLen; 
    } 
    elsif ( $bp_start > $seqLen ) { 
        $bp_start = $seqLen; 
    } 
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runPrimer3.pl: is a wrapper script for converting a fasta file of nucleotide 
sequences into Primer3 input format, running Primer3, and parsing the Primer3 
output into a tab-delimited format.  
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
 
# this script will call writePrimer3input.pl and parsePrimer3.pl 
# runPrimer3.pl fasta.nt 
# input a fasta file 




my $file = shift; 
 
print "Primer3 is finding primers for the seqeunces in $file\n"; 
print "But first a proper IN FILE must be formated: $file.primer3.in\n"; 
`~/scripts/writePrimer3input.pl $file > $file.primer3.in`; 
print "Primer3 is running on $file.primer3.in\n"; 
print 
"With this command: cat $file.primer3.in  | primer3_core > 
$file.primer3.out\n"; 
`cat $file.primer3.in  | primer3_core > $file.primer3.out`; 
print "Your Primers are in $file.primers\n"; 
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my $file  = shift; 
my $inseq = Bio::SeqIO->new( 
    -file   => $file, 
    -format => 'FASTA' 
); 
 
while ( my $seqIO = $inseq->next_seq ) { 
    my $id  = $seqIO->id; 
    my $seq = $seqIO->seq; 
    my $len = length($seq); 
 
    #my $optimal_len = $len < 1800 ? $len : 1800; 
    my $optimal_len = $len; 
    my $len_75      = int( $optimal_len * .75 ); 
    my $len_50      = int( $optimal_len * .50 ); 
    my $len_25      = int( $optimal_len * .25 ); 
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parsePrimer3.pl: pasrses Primer3 output into a tab-delimited file. 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
##parse primer3 output 




my $file = shift; 




while ( my $line = <IN> ) { 
    if ( $line =~ /PRIMER_SEQUENCE_ID=(.+)/ ) { 
        $id    = $1; 
        $count = 0; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /^SEQUENCE=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{1}{SEQUENCE} = $1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE_RANGE=.+\d+\-(\d+)$/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{1}{SEQ_LENGTH} = $1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT_(\d*_)?SEQUENCE=(.+)/ ) { 
        $count++; 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_SEQUENCE} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT_(\d*_)?SEQUENCE=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_SEQUENCE} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_PAIR_PENALTY(_\d*)?=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PAIR_PENALTY} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT(_\d*)?=(\d+),(\d+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_START} = $2; 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_LEN}   = $3; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT(_\d*)?=(\d+),(\d+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_START} = $2; 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_LEN}   = $3; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT(_\d*)?_TM=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_TM} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT(_\d*)?_TM=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_TM} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT(_\d*)?_GC_PERCENT=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_GC} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT(_\d*)?_GC_PERCENT=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_GC} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE(_\d*)?=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE} = $2; 
    } 
    else { 
        next; 
    } 
} 
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foreach my $id ( keys %primer ) { 
    my $seqLen   = $primer{$id}{1}{SEQ_LENGTH}; 
    my $sequence = $primer{$id}{1}{SEQUENCE}; 
    foreach my $count ( sort { $a <=> $b } keys %{ $primer{$id} } ) { 
        next if $count == 0; 
        my $leftSeq       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_SEQUENCE}; 
        my $rightSeq      = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_SEQUENCE}; 
        my $leftStart     = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_START}; 
        my $leftLen       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_LEN}; 
        my $rightStart    = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_START}; 
        my $rightLen      = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_LEN}; 
        my $leftTM        = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_TM}; 
        my $rightTM       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_TM}; 
        my $leftGC        = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_GC}; 
        my $rightGC       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_GC}; 
        my $primerPairPen = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PAIR_PENALTY}; 
        my $productSize   = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE}; 
 
        my $product = substr( $sequence, $leftStart, $productSize ); 
        print 
"$id\t$seqLen\t$count\tleft\t$productSize\t$leftStart\t$leftLen\t$leftTM\t$left
GC\t$leftSeq\n"; 
        print 
"$id\t$seqLen\t$count\tright\t$productSize\t$rightStart\t$rightLen\t$rightTM\t$
rightGC\t$rightSeq\n"; 
        print OUTFASTA 
">$id(primerSet:$count) productSize=$productSize leftTM=$leftTM leftGC=$leftGC 
leftSeq=$leftSeq rightTM=$rightTM rightGC=$rightGC 
rightSeq=$rightSeq\n$product\n"; 
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runPrimer3_web.pl: a web version of runPrimer3.pl. This script takes multi-
sequence nucleotide fasta from a web text box, creates Primer3 input, runs 
Primer3 and runs pasrePrimer3.pl.  
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
 
# this script will write a primer3 input file and will run parsePrimer3.pl 
# runPrimer3.pl -f fasta.nt  (Note -f is required) 
# input a fasta file 
# running parsePrimer3.pl will parse output and generate a tab delimited file 
# with all possible primers 
 
# may need to change path to parsePrimer3.pl: /common/bin/parsePrimer3.pl 
# may need to change path to primer3 application: /common/bin/primer3_core 
 
# this script uses temp files in the following lines 
## open OUTFILE,  ">>/tmp/$time.in_primer3"; 
## `cat /tmp/$time.in_primer3 | /common/bin/primer3_core >  
##  /tmp/$time.out_primer3`; 
## my $output = `/common/bin/parsePrimer3.pl /tmp/$time.out_primer3` ; 





use CGI ':standard'; 
use IO::String; 
 
if ( !param ) { 
 
    print header; 
    print 
      start_html('Run Primer3'), 
      h1('Run Primer3 and get tab-delimited output'), 
 
      start_multipart_form, 
 
      #textbox for seq 
"Input one or more sequences in <a 
href='http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTA_format'>FASTA format</a><br>", 
 
      textarea( -name => 'fasta', -rows => 5, -cols => 90 ), 
 
      br, 
 
      #end textbox 
 
      br, 
      br, 
      "<u>Primer Length</u> ", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "opt:", "&nbsp;", 
      textfield( -name => 'primerLenOpt', -value => 20, -size => 3 ), 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "min:", "&nbsp;", 
      textfield( -name => 'primerLenMin', -size => 3, -value => 10 ), 
      "&nbsp;", 
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      "&nbsp;", 
      "max:", "&nbsp;", 
      textfield( -name => 'primerLenMax', -size => 3, -value => 25 ), 
      br, 
      br, 
      "<u>Primer Tm</u>", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "opt:", "&nbsp;", textfield( -name => 'tmOpt', -size => 3, -value => 55 
), 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "min:", "&nbsp;", textfield( -name => 'tmMin', -size => 3, -value => 50 
), 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "max:", "&nbsp;", textfield( -name => 'tmMax', -size => 3, -value => 65 
), 
      br, 
      br, 
      "<u>Primer GC Content</u>", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      'opt:', "&nbsp;", textfield( -name => 'gcOpt', -size => 3, -value => 50 
), 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      'min:', "&nbsp;", textfield( -name => 'gcMin', -size => 3, -value => 45 
), 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      'max:', "&nbsp;", textfield( -name => 'gcMax', -size => 3, -value => 60 
), 
      br, 
      br, 
      "<u>GC Clamp</u>", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", 
      "&nbsp;", textfield( -name => 'gcClamp', -size => 3, -value => 1 ), 
      br, 
      br, "<u>Optimal Product Length (bp)</u>", "&nbsp;", "&nbsp;", "&nbsp;", 
      textfield( 
        -name  => 'optimalProductLength', 
        -size  => 25, 
        -value => "As long as possible" 
      ), 
      br, 
      br, 
 







# reading, storing cmd line variables 
# 
################### 
if (param) { 
    print header; 
    print start_html('Your Primers'); 
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    my $fasta = param('fasta'); 
    my $time  = time(); 
#################### 
    # 
    # tests 
    # 
#################### 
 
    #test for fasta format 
    my $found = $fasta =~ />/; 
 
    if ( !$found ) { 
        $fasta = ">UnknownSequnce\n$fasta"; 
    } 
 
#################### 
    # 
    #  stores command line variables into program variables 
    #    -- or -- 
    #  if no cmd line variables are given it stores default values 
    # 
#################### 
 
    my ( $gcOpt, $gcMin, $gcMax ) = 
      ( param('gcOpt'), param('gcMin'), param('gcMax') ); 
    my ( $tmOpt, $tmMin, $tmMax ) = 
      ( param('tmOpt'), param('tmMin'), param('tmMax') ); 
    my ( $primerLenOpt, $primerLenMin, $primerLenMax ) = 
      ( param('primerLenOpt'), param('primerLenMin'), param('primerLenMax') ); 
    my $gcClamp              = param('gcClamp'); 
    my $optimalProductLength = param('optimalProductLength'); 
#################### 
    # 
    #  1.parsing of the required fasta file 
    #  2.writing the primer3 input file 
    # 
#################### 
    my $stringfh = new IO::String($fasta); 
    my $inseq    = Bio::SeqIO->new( 
        -fh     => $stringfh, 
        -format => 'fasta' 
    ); 
 
    my $count = 0; 
    while ( my $seqIO = $inseq->next_seq ) { 
        my $id  = $seqIO->id; 
        my $seq = $seqIO->seq; 
        my $len = length($seq); 
        if ( $optimalProductLength !~ /long/ ) { 
            $len = $optimalProductLength; 
        } 
 
        #my $len = length($seq); 
        my $len_75 = int( $len * .75 ); 
        my $len_50 = int( $len * .50 ); 
        my $len_25 = int( $len * .25 ); 
 
        if ( $len_25 <= $primerLenMax ) { 
            print 
"** WARNING ** $id sequence is too short. No primers will be made for this 
sequence.<br><br>"; 
            next if $len_25 <= $primerLenMax; 
        } 
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        open OUTFILE, ">>/tmp/$time.in_primer3"; 
 
        print OUTFILE 
 
          "PRIMER_SEQUENCE_ID=$id 
SEQUENCE=$seq 
PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE_RANGE=$len_75-$len $len_50-$len $len_25-$len 100-$len 











        $count++; 
    } 
 




        # 
        # running the primer3 
        # 
################### 
 
        print "Primers for $count seqeunce(s).\n\n"; 
 
`cat /tmp/$time.in_primer3  | /common/bin/primer3_core > 
/tmp/$time.out_primer3`; 
 
        #print "Your Primers are in $file.primers.txt\n\n"; 
 
#################### 
        # 
        # running the parser 
        # 
################### 
 
        my $output = `/common/bin/parsePrimer3.pl /tmp/$time.out_primer3`; 
 
        my @lines = split /\n/, $output; 
        print "<table><tr><td>"; 
        print "<table border=1 align=left cellpadding=2>"; 
 
        foreach my $line (@lines) { 
            print "<tr align=center>"; 
            my @fields = split /\t/, $line; 
            foreach my $field (@fields) { 
 
                #print "<td><pre>$field</pre></td>"; 
                print "<td><font face=courier size=2>$field</font></td>"; 
            } 
            print "</tr>"; 
        } 
        print "</table>"; 
        print "</td></tr>"; 
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        #print "<tr><td>"; 
        #print "<br>tab-delimited format:<br>"; 
        #print "<pre>", $output , "</pre>"; 
        #print "</tr></tr>"; 
        print "</table>"; 
    } 
    close OUTFILE; 
    unlink( "/tmp/$time.in_primer3", "/tmp/$time.out_primer3" ); 
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##parse primer3 output from the web version of runPrimer3_web.pl 




my $file = shift; 




while ( my $line = <IN> ) { 
    if ( $line =~ /PRIMER_SEQUENCE_ID=(.+)/ ) { 
        $id    = $1; 
        $count = 0; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /^SEQUENCE=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{1}{SEQUENCE} = $1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE_RANGE=.+\d+\-(\d+)$/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{1}{SEQ_LENGTH} = $1; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT_(\d*_)?SEQUENCE=(.+)/ ) { 
        $count++; 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_SEQUENCE} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT_(\d*_)?SEQUENCE=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_SEQUENCE} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_PAIR_PENALTY(_\d*)?=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PAIR_PENALTY} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT(_\d*)?=(\d+),(\d+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_START} = $2; 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_LEN}   = $3; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT(_\d*)?=(\d+),(\d+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_START} = $2; 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_LEN}   = $3; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT(_\d*)?_TM=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_TM} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT(_\d*)?_TM=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_TM} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_LEFT(_\d*)?_GC_PERCENT=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_GC} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_RIGHT(_\d*)?_GC_PERCENT=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_GC} = $2; 
    } 
    elsif ( $line =~ /PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE(_\d*)?=(.+)/ ) { 
        $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE} = $2; 
    } 
    else { 
        next; 
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    } 
} 
 




foreach my $id ( keys %primer ) { 
    my $seqLen   = $primer{$id}{1}{SEQ_LENGTH}; 
    my $sequence = $primer{$id}{1}{SEQUENCE}; 
    foreach my $count ( sort { $a <=> $b } keys %{ $primer{$id} } ) { 
        next if $count == 0; 
        my $leftSeq       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_SEQUENCE}; 
        my $rightSeq      = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_SEQUENCE}; 
        my $leftStart     = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_START}; 
        my $leftLen       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_LEN}; 
        my $rightStart    = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_START}; 
        my $rightLen      = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_LEN}; 
        my $leftTM        = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_TM}; 
        my $rightTM       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_TM}; 
        my $leftGC        = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_LEFT_GC}; 
        my $rightGC       = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_RIGHT_GC}; 
        my $primerPairPen = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PAIR_PENALTY}; 
        my $productSize   = $primer{$id}{$count}{PRIMER_PRODUCT_SIZE}; 
 
        my $product = substr( $sequence, $leftStart, $productSize ); 
        print 
"$id\t$seqLen\t$count\tleft\t$productSize\t$leftStart\t$leftLen\t$leftTM\t$left
GC\t$leftSeq\n"; 




#print OUTFASTA ">$id(primerSet:$count) productSize=$productSize leftTM=$leftTM 
leftGC=$leftGC leftSeq=$leftSeq rightTM=$rightTM rightGC=$rightGC 
rightSeq=$rightSeq\n$product\n"; 
    } 
} 
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